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Cubra Trial Ends;
Discharge Upheld
In Grievance Case
Alice Wagoner
In a decision culminating two
days of testimony, the Student
Standards and Grievance Committee recommended that former
KUNM volunteer and disc jockey,
Peter Cubra, be "reconsidered for
a position as a non-student
volunteer at KUNM . , . "
The committee's decision was
made during a closed session for
deliberations Monday.
This was the first and only official judgement banded down
since Cubra had sought a hearing
15 months ago to determine if he
was improperly relieved from his
duties.
After being fired June3, 1980, by
Paul Mansfield, former KUNM
general manager, Cubra had tried
to get hearings from Dean of
Students Karen Glaser, the nowdefunct Radio Board and its
sucessor, the University Radio
Comittee.
Cubra had also filed a suit in
district court ordering the Radio
Board to give him a hearing. That
suit was dropped after the Board of
Regents dissolved the board and
instituted the URC.
ln its two-page document, the
Standards and Grievance Committee found that "Cubra's conduct during that period was insubordinate and inconsistent with
the effective management and
operation of KUNM, justifying

Paul Mansfield's termination of
Peter Cubra's services."
Commenting on this finding,
Mansfield said the committee
"basically upheld my decision on
its merits.
"When you give reasonable
people the facts - as my lawyer
and I did - that's the only decision
they can reach. They have supported my action against Mr.
Cubra," he said.
Meanwhile, Cubra said he is not
satisfied with the decision and will
apeal
further
"somehow,
someway." He .said be is exploring
the posssibilities with his lawyer.
"I understand the committee's
attempt to compromise and be
DiiiWtthttr
judicious," Cubra said, "but I feel
they failed in that."
The Mexicsn Independence Celebration fslltured Denise Gsrcle Ueftl snd Denise Zsmors of Los
Cubra also said he will speak Tspstios yesterday In front of th Chicsno Student Services Building.
"immediately" with Barton Bond,
acting KUNM station manager,
regarding his possible reinstatement.
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to a prompt heanng on hts ter-

mi~~~~~·
·~ailed that finding a
"splendid understatement." He·

said his rights have been violated
"through every step of the Manuel Franco
University."
The committee finally recomA resolution which considered it
mended that the URC establish
a
conflict of interest for student
"written guidelines for selecting
government
officials to work for
volunteers, evaluating volunteers,
any on-campus news agency was
continued on·psgs 3 defeated at Wednesday's ASUNM
Senate meeting when ASUNM Vice
President Bill Litilefield voted
against the resolution, breaking a
tie vote.
The resolution was a result of
some senators' concern over Sens.
Judy Nakamura and Eric Maddy
having editorial positions at the
Koehler testified that James Daily Lobo.
Keaton, UNMH personnel director,
The ASUNM Steering Comtold her during a counseling session mittee was not able to consider the
that the solicitation policy is meant resolution before Wednesday's
for everyone, including the union, senate meeting because committee
but he had admitted, "We can't Chairperson Nakamura, who has
stop everyone."
recently undergone knee surgery,
was unable to attend. She attended
ln testimony for the defense, the senate meeting.
Suzanne Canfield, R.N., said that
But the passage of a motion by
she created the UNMH Nursing Sen. Judy Cooper allowed the
Council with two other nurses, senate to consider the resolution as
Elaine Monaghan and Debra Hess. a Committee of the Whole. Cooper
Canfield told the court that the was one of seven sponsors of the
council was not influenced or resolution.
requested by the hospital adCooper quoted letters from two
ministration.
college newspaper editors which
Keaton took the stand for the said that student government of•
defense and said that he was against ficials should not work for student
newspapers.
the union.
Lobo Editor Helen Gaussoin told
The revisions of the solicitation
policy were his idea, Keaton said. the senate "it was not appropriate"
He said under the old policy, .no for the senate to consider such a
one could solicit inside the hospital. resolution. "All questions of ethics
Keaton said he revised the policy should come to me through the
to read soliciting could be done in (Student) Publications Board, not
the cafeteria and at the hospital's through the senate," she said.
Gaussoin said that ethics must
entrance and exit.
Keaton told the court that he has have "a gray area. Once you turn
done his "best to enforce the them (ethics) to black and white,
solicitation policy against the you've closed your mind."
Sen. Duane Varan said that lllany
union.''
U.s. District Judge Edwin L. senators had "made sacrifices"
Mechem will continue hearing the when they became senators by
lawsuit today starting at 9 a.m. at giving up being officers of student
the Federal Courthouse, Fifth organizations. "It would be fair to
Street and GoldA venue downtown. consider things like that," he said.
In yesterday's article, Charles
Maddy said, "my chief com·
Uiery.'s name was misspelled. The plaint is that the senate . , • should
Lobo regrets the error.
not legislate any other student

Union Fight Continues
With Censoring Claim
Karen Relnier
Censorship of union material was
claimed Wednesday in the third day
of hearings on the suit by the
National Union of Hospital and
Health Care Employees against
University of New Mexico
Hospital.
Elizabeth Koehler, a registered
nurse at UNMH for three years,
testified today that she distributed
invitations to several doctors'
hospital mailboxes.
Koehler
said
she
was
reprimanded for putting the invitations in the mailboxes and told
· that they had been removed.
Koeher also said that several
other things, such as leaflets,
literature, drug company advertisements, notes, cards and
invitations were commonly
diMributed to hospital professionals
by way of their mail boxes.
The suit brought by the union's
District 1199 charges that hospital
emplo~ees have been prevented
from speaking in favor of the union
during on-duty hours, but that any
employee may speak against the
union at any time withOut fear of
reprimand.
During today's and yesterday's
hearings, employees cited several
incidents and reprimands in the
form or conferences or counseling
sessions.

··ttleft.eld Breaks Deadlock·
conflic·t ResoIutIOn
• D. e.ea
£
ted

L.

·.

organization. If this resolution
passes, you know where you can
put it."
Passing the resolution would be
restricting "a learning eMperience,"
Maddy said.
When questioned by Cooper,
Sen. Traci Wolf admitted she quit
the Presidential Scholar's Club
when she became a senator because
of article 11, section 4 of the
ASUNM Constitution.
That section states that "No
senator, during the time for which
he/she is elected, may serve ... as
officers of ASUNM funded
organizations . _ . "
It has been the Lobo'scontention
that it is not an ASUNM funded
organization since the 1981-82
ASUNM budget describes the
money given to the Lobo as a
"subscription."
.
Sen. Drew Prentice said, "Judy
(Nakamura) has said she handles no
ASUNM stories. It's as simple as
that."
Having Nakamura on the Lobo
staff "can only help us, not hurt
us;'' Prentice said.
The resolution passed the expanded Steering Committee with
eight in favor of the resolution,
seven against, and Sen. Dan
Serrano abstaining.
Nakamura did not vote since she
is Steering Committee chairperson.
Vice President Littletield did not
vote since he is not a senator.
With the senators now con·
sidering the resolution as the
ASUNM Senate, ·;mother vote was
taken, resulting in an eight to eight
tie with Serrano again abstaining.
Littlefield, who can only vote in
the case of a tie, voted against.
Serrano said he abstained
because he felt the matter should go
to the Publications Board and that
the senate should not consider it.
Littlefield said after the meeting
that he voted against the resolution
because he had talked with
Gaussoin before Nakamura was
named Lobo news editor and they

'

both agreed there was no conflict of
interest.
"1 admire and trust Judy and I
trust the Lobo. l admire and respect
the intentions of the sponsors (of
the resolution)," Littlefield said. "I
think everyone is taking this just a
little too seriously."
The senate also approved the
nomination of Sen. Bob Matteucci
as Finance Committee chairman,
replacing Traci Wolf.
Littlefield, who fired Wolf and
nominated Matteucci, said after the
meeting he did so because "a
majority of senators" were
unhappy with the job Wolf was
doing.
Littlefield said he received .
complaints that Wolf was "incompetent'' and ran committee
meetings "in a dictatorial fashion."
He added, "I've seen her be rude to
other ·senators in committee
meetings.
''There's also the possibility she
was thinking of running around a
couple of (ASUNM) laws. I will
allow none of mY chairmen to do
that," Littlefield said.
Matteucci has "a lot of tenure on
the senate," Littlefield said. "He's
done a good job in the rust two
(Finance Committee) meetings so
far."
Wolf said after the meeting she
was fired for "political and personal" reasons. She said each
senator who voted to oust her was
"irresponsible • • • beea.use no one
came to me to ask my side. ••
Wolf said that she was never
notitied of any complaints against
her until Littlefield told her of her
firing.
Wolf said the complaints came
from senators who did not attend
any committee meetings and that
there had already been complaints
about Matteucci being finance
chairman.
Matteucci said that there would
not be too much change now that
he is .finance chairman. "Traci had
a pretty good system," he said.
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Gypsy Attempts To Retrace Roots

by United Press International

Robert Wood
Gypsy ~ the word conjures up
images of lavishly dressed wanderers dancing, singing and telling
fortunes around flickering campfires.
But as you shop in the university
area you might run into one
without even knowing it.
Derek D'Marcos, who lives and
works near UNM, is a 32-year-old,
full-blooded Spanish gypsy - but
he doesn't fit the image.
In fact, it is this larger than life
stereotype, bedecked with braclets,
rings, colored scarves and crystal
balls, that D'Marcos would like to
dispell about his race.
D'Marcos, who works at the
Newsland Bookstore on Central
Avenue, said he would like to
return to Spain to retrace the steps
of his ancestors back to India.
D'Marcos is currently looking
for financial backing for a trip
which would take him through

Reagan Continues To Study Latest Budget Cuts
WASHINGTON (UP!)
President Reagan, who is expected
to reveal to his Cabinet Thursday
the new budget cuts they must deal
with, continued studying his options Wednesday in a huddle with
his budget director and top aides.
Deputy White House press
secretary Larry Speakes said the
group considered "the options for
zeroing in on the necessary cuts" to
hold tJJe government's red ink to
$42.5 billion next year and a
balanced 1984 budget as promised.

The president also was preparing American security in general with
for his trip to Grand Rapids, Mich., Lopez Portillo.
Thursday for the dedication of the
But before leaving for Michigan,
Gerald Ford Museum. During the Reagan will meet with his coststop, Reagan will hold discussions conscious Cabinet members to
with fellow guests, Canadian Prime review the 1983 and 1984 budget
Minister Pierre Trudea.u and sacrifices each will be· asked to
Mexican president Jose Lopez make, as well as the 1982 reductions
said to be in the range of $10 billion
Portillo.
to $14 billion.
A senior administration official
Reagan has given each departsaid Reagan will be talking about ment a spending ceiling that comes
energy policy, among other sub- to a cumulatiw cut of nearly $75
jects, with the Canadians, and billion in fiscal 1983 and 1984
about El Salvador and Central combined.
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The president is expected to make
public next week his decisions on
those cu'ts and his austerity plans
for 1982.
It is possible, sources said, that
Reagan will make a televised speech
to explain his decisions.
Reagan also will see t.he
congressional bipartisan leadership
Thursday before leaving on his twoday trip.
Reagan will go to Denver Friday
to address the 21st Biennial
National Federation of Republican
Women Convention. He'll go to

Camp David, Md., for the weekend
late Friday on his return from
Colorado.
The president met early Wednesday met with Cardinal Terrence
Cooke of New York and the
Maronite Catholic Patriarch of
Antioch,
AntJJony
Peter
Khoraiche.
The patriarch, based in Lebanon,
urged Reagan to "exert his
maximum efforts to assist Lebanon
in restoring its condition of independence and sovereignty,'' a
senior official said.

Goldwater Blasts Moral Majority
WASHINGTON
Barry
Goldwater. Crusty, profane,
hobbled by an ailing hip, conservative guru to a generation of
New Rightists. Without his failed
ideological bid for the presidency in
1964, there might never have been a
breeding ground for Ronald
Reagan - or, for that matter, Jerry
Falwell.
In a speecJJ inserted into the
Congressional Record Tuesday,
and followed by a news conference,
Goldwater, R-Ariz., denounced
Moral Majority-style religious
groups that inject themselves into
politics."
On abortion, busing, prayer in
schools and pornography, Goldwater lines up with the Moral
Majority.

But, he stressed, "they have no
particular bearing upon the future
of our country." Lawmakers
should not be bothered by single"
issue lobbies when national security
and economk survival are at stake,
he said.
Falwell, attending a White House
reception
for
businessmen,
shrugged off Goldwater's comments.
Falwell said the Moral Majority
was a political organization with a
constitutional right to speak out on
the issues.
When Falwell came out against
Sandra O'Connor to the Supreme
Court, an angry Goldwater said,
"Every good Christian should kick
Jerry Falwell in the ass."
Now he was asked if he still held
that view.

Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran, Saudi
Arabia, Eygpt, Algeria, Morocco
and Spain.
He said he hopes such an expedition would result in a "Roots"
type book and film on the exodus
of the Spanish gypsies.
He e~plained that the gypsy
exodus from northern India, which
began about 1000 A.D., is believed
to be the result of overcrowding,
flooding, famine and invasion by
warring tribes from the north.
The gypsies moved out in waves
which eventually branched off into
a "wishbone-shaped" exodus,
D'Marcos said.
The gypsies that arrived in Spain
in the 15th century were the only
group that actually passed through
Egypt, he said.
Because they were thought to
have originated in Egypt they were
labeled "gitano," a word derived
from "Egyptano."
D'Marcos said histories on his

race written from the gypsy perspective [!re scMce.
"Most have been written by
'payos', or non-gypsies, sucll ;:ts J;m
Yoors and George Burrow,"
D'Marcos said.
"Flamenco is one of the most
misunderstood of all gypsy
traditions," he said.
"Dancing is just a small part of
flamenco. It's a way of life which
includes love, death, hatred,
sorrow, and joy as well as that
indescribable spirit called 'duende'
which separates gypsies from other
people," he said.
To perform flamenco effectiw1y,
D'Marcos said, the preformers
must be gypsy.
·
He said he considers such
modern dancers as Maria Benitez
and Jose Greco as mediocre.
"Flamenco should be spontaneous: you can't just show up at
the studio at 5 o'clock to preform,"
D'Marcos said.

-Grievance--------

"I might aim a little higher,"
snapped Goldwater.
"You mean you would kick him
in the head?"
"No. Not that high. There are
other good places."

contfnul!d from page 1

disciplining volunteers and terminating volunteers."
A recent policy statement on
volunteers wa~ established earlier
this month by the station

"The New Right avoids me. I'm
not quite far enough to the right. 1
don't know how the hell to get over
there and I don't particularly want
to get in that bunch. I want to be a
conservative.''

management. It concluded that may be developed.''
Dean of Students Karen Glaser
volunteers will participate in
KUNM with as much respon- said the parties have 10 days in
sibili lies as paid employees and which to appeal the committee's
"will follow all rules and decision. That appeal would go to
regulations of the University and UNM President William E. "Bud"
station operational policies that • Davis.

"Let's. say you and l form a club,
'Gray-haired people for religion.'
We'd have a hell of a lot of us,"
Goldwater said. If the club encouraged grayhaired people to go to
church and follow the Golden Rule,
that's fine. If it lobbied to double
the liquor tax- no.

Stock Market Report
bares the raw needs a1 the core of
drug addtchon. racial hatred and VIOlence

NEVER has a motion picture been more !lrnely

frf'•e~le~
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YOU ARE INVITED!
Maranatha Christian Center
1806 Sigma Chi Rd. 247-9999
Sm"' PM IIOIE. 011'111 ........ wid!£,.;: ESTIWIA • .LilllE Gl~OliX • 01110 o.tiUPPJ • JO.ANM IIIJBINSOirl•
s.-..,.0<111 iltiiiAIY _. JAM£S !OMIEl • W.IJ!NrlPII UMIOWL• -Dnaloll" DOIIIUfiiAY •Pnaa:l tor DICX ROSS
,,.w~"'"'...._..,C~:~o.o> -rt••~lt-<:)\.00;

Invite Your Parents To:

PARENTS

DAY

Saturday, September 26, 1981
Registration

8:30 - 3:30 pm

Campus Tours

8:30 - 3:30 pm

Open Houses 10:30 am-1:00pm
Various Colleges and Departments

NEW YORK - Stocks suffered
their third straight loss Wednesday
amid investor concerns about Paul
Volcker's warnings on the
economy, deficits and interest
rates. Trading was moderate.
The Dow Jones industrial
average, which surrendered 7.80
points Tuesday, dropped another
6.75 points to 851.60, bringing its
three-day loss total to 21.21 points.
The New York Stock Exchange
index lost 0.52 to 68.82 and the
price of an average share decreased
11 cents. Standard & Poor's 500stock index dropped 0.90 to 118.87.
Declines topped advances II 02 to
413 among the 1,895 issues traded
at4p.m.EDT.
Big Board volume totaled
43,660,000 shares compared with

.•••

9:00 am - 9:00 pm
7:00 pm

(UNM vs United States Air Force Academy)
EVERYONE WELCOME!

........ .•
•

~

Do you have any Zits?

•

The UNM Divlslon of Dermatology and the Student Health Center need volunteers
with acne to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic treatment.
Patients must be available for examination ery other Saturday moming starting
September 26 (through December 19).· Patients should not be taking antibiotics or
corticosteroids.

••
e
e
•
:

~

••

~

••••
e
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ERMA PINON

e

•

2~3~6

•

STUDENT

HEALTH CENTER

TIME
IS
RUNNING
OUT

e

••
•
•
:
Volunteers will be paid a fee.
·:
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

POPEJOY HALL - UNM
'
Special to UNM Students Only- All Remaining Seats~ Price!
Performances: Ev.enings- Sat., 19 6:00p.m. & 10:00 p.m.
Performances: Evenings- Saturday, 19 I 6 p.m. & 10 p.m.
Sunday, 20 I 8:15p.m.
Matinees- Sunday, 20 /.2:15 p.m.

•

FoR FURTHER INFORMATION CON'!' ACT

••

Muddy "Mississippi" Waters was at Popejoy Hall Tuesday night.
Towards the later part of the show Muddy brought out "his boy'~
an 11-year-old [pictured above] who laid into his guitar like a
bloodhound hot on the chase. [Photos by Bill Wechter]

•
:

•
e

Football Game

common stock index plunged 7.74
to 313.31 and the price of an
average share dropped 37 cents.
Declines topped advances 407,154
among the 769 issues traded.
Composite
volume
totaled
5,543,000 shares compared with
4,650, 700 traded Tuesday.
Sears, Roebuck was the most
active NYSE-listed issue, off 1/8 to
16 3/8 in trading that included a
block of 500,000 shares at 16 V..
Storage Technology was second, up
1/8 to 32K Polaroid was third, off
17/8to247/8.
On the Amex, Dome Petroleum
was the most active Amex issue, off
3/8 to 13 5/8. Pacific Gas &
Electric preferred G was second,
off V. to 7 o/.\. Pacific Gas preferred
was third, up 118 to 7 1/8.

····~~·······························

:

Special Events

38,580,000 traded Tuesday.
Trading was halted on the Big
Board from 12:36 p.m. to 12:45
p.m. when a fire alarm went off
acciderttally, forcing evacution of
the building on a rainy day.
Fed Chairman Paul Volcker told
Congress "inflation will not be
brought under control without
persistent restraint on growth in
money and credit!' He said a
recent dip in the federal funds rates
banks charge one another for
overnight loans did not signal the
board had eased credit.
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges
and over the counter totaled
40,l26,870 shares compared With
44,880,340 traded Tuesday.
The American Stock Exchange

Application deadline for Homecoming
King and Queen is

Good seats available in all prices. Discounts at Popejoy
Box Office only. 10 a.m. to 5:30p.m. daily, Saturdays
until curtain, and noon thru 8:30p.m. Sundays.

MONDAY, SEPT. 21 at Spm
applications available at UNM Alumni OHice
NM Union. Suite 200· or cal/ 277·5808

• • • • • • • • - The Southwest's Center for the Arts • • • • • • • •. .

l
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Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

Be Serious for What's Vital
In the midst of the conservative movement, Rev.
Jerry Falwell - leader of the Moral Majority - has
become a symbol for the new right. Falwell has given
new meaning to the term conservative right. Without
him, the world would not .be worth a damn. Without
him, the future could be lost.
Sandra O'Connor was just unanimously approved
for the U.S. Supreme Court. She faced day-after-day
of questions from the Senate Judiciary Committee. By
far the question most frequently asked was whether
she was for or against abortion. A very serious
consideration. After all, it could mean the difference
between whether she would make a good Supreme
Court Justice or a poor one.
After two weeks of fairly heated debate, Resolution
7 - an ASUNM Senate resolution which could have
led to senators being prevented from holding editorial
positions with the Lobo- bit the dust.
Believe you me, the senators that endorsed the
resolution considered it a very worthy cause. News
stories might have been slanted. Believe you me, the
Lobo editor considered it a very worthy cause. The
senate might have used the resolution as a precedent
to step into Lobo internal affairs.
Perhaps ASUN M Vice President Bill Littlefield put it
most succinctly when he said we were ail taking
ourselves a little too seriously.
Littlefield was referring directly to the controversy

11'1

;::,

over Resolution 7 and that is where the statement best
applies, but it can easily be applied to most of the

I ll

....

current causes."
11

......

That is not to say there are not some very worthy
cause:;. Certainly, ill-advised nuclear planning, in
terms of waste, energy and war, could literally have a
devastating influence on the future. But there are
certain causes, when taken to the extreme, that can
became parodies of themselve:>.
Pushing the new trend of conservatism to the
extent the Rev. Falwell has decided to shove has
caused even die-hard right-wingers like U.S. Sen.
Barry Goldwater to complain. Ye:>, there are some
moral questions that deserve consideration but the
movement goes too far when it tries to influence who
is and who is not elected.
Sandra O'Connor should definitely - obviously be questioned on her views concerning law but what
in the world does her personal perspective on abortion
have to do with her ability to judge a Supreme Court
case?
The Lobo, much as we hate to admit it, is just a
college newspaper and Resolution 7 had no power, so
what difference does it make?
The bottom line is not that people should stop
caring but that they should consider the amount of
energy the cause deserves. Get serious ... but only
about things that really matter,

Ill
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Letters

New Finance Chair Supported
Editor:
1 am glad to see that right has finally emerged
victorious in the ASUNM Senate. Bob Matteucci, the
most qualified Senator for the Finance Committee
Chairmanship, was finally appointed as such by VicePresident Bill Littlefield.
All the Finance Committee's problems could have
been avoided had Bill listened to the will of the Senate
when Committee Chairs were appointed last spring.

He admitted the mistake of his spring appointment
and made a late correction in the Finance Committee.
Bob, if one may judge from his past, shall lead the
Finance Committee in a progressive, aggressive and
open manner, which will be fair to all concerned
students and their organizations.
I don't know all the reasons behind Bob's appointment but I am sure that it was greatly due to his
hard work. Bob is more than competent.
Douglas T. Lane

Change in 'Camouflage' Ad Urged
Editor:
We must respond to Mr. Kern's discussion of sexy
vs. sexist advertising (Daily Lobo, 91681 ). While Mr.
Korn is correct that sex is used to sell everything from
"cigarettes .•. to household cleaners," it is exactly that
issue which is to be addressed. The fact that sex has
been used to sell products does not diminish the
inherent sexism of the practice. Anything which rigidly
defines the expectations of individuals should be
questioned.
All of us must accept the responsibility to speak
about those things which impinge on personal
freedom. The perception of women as onlY sexual
objects severely affects the lives of 51 . of the
population. Surely there is no more meaningful cause
for Ms. Harper-Rodriquez and Ms. Randolph 'to rally
around.' As women their lives are profoundly affected
by the use of sex in advertising and the perceptions of
women that is fostered by such use.

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Nett Muim Dally l..oho
311ol00

Vol. 86
The New Muko Dally

What becomes important is not to criticize women
for speaking up about issues which they deem important, but to engage in dialogue between those who
need to advertise, and those who are affected by that
advertising. The needs of both groups deserve to be
meL
The particular ad in question could be changed
significantly by repositioning the man's hand. The
slight revision would alter the way in which the
woman is perceived without diminishing the sales
impact of desirability.
Although the use of sex to sell products has a long
history in the business world, it is time for a change.
We invite Mr. Korn to reconsider his participation in
that history, and to continue, publicly or privately, the
dialogue which has begun here.
Sincerely,
Sara L. Schwartz
Eileen Silva

Riled Reader Replies
Editor:
In response to Mr. Korn's letter published in the Daily Lobo of Sept. 16,
1981, I would like to contest some of the points he makes:
1. Mr. Korn states: "our market technique is no differentthan the million
dollar campaigns in national media." Although this may be true, that in
itself is not a justification for the exploitation of women. Please note that
Mr. Korn was personally invited to view the showing of "Killing Me Softly"
- a film depicting the negative image women are given in advertising,
shown at the Women's Center Wednesday, September 16th at noon. He
declined the invitation.
2. Mr. Korn contends that his ad is "tasteful but provacative." I
disagree, and at the same time wonder if it would be "tasteful but
provocative" to turn the tables and show a woman groping down the
pants of a man.
3. Mr. Korn states that "to confuse sexy with sexist does a disservice to
the sensibilities.'' In the opinion of many sensitive women AND men, this
type of advertising is blatant sexism. The responsibility facing those in the
advertising media is the presentation of positive self-images and inter·
personal relationships for both men and women.
In closing, I am very happy that the ad wiil not be run again. If this series
of letters has opened Mr. Korn's eyes to the position maintained by the
majority of women today, then it has had the desired effect. We do not
find that kind of advertising pleasing nor sexy. A copy of his ad from the
LOBO was sent to Ms. Magazine "No Comment" Department for
publication.
As far as finding another cause to rally around, Mr. Korn seems
oblivious to the fact that this is not a cause, but a way of life. Men are
seldom, if ever, exploited in media in this fashion. Why then, should we
have to put up with a negative media image? We, as women, have the
obligation of fighting for our rights. It is sad that men are arbitrarily given
the rights for which we must work so hard.
Teresa Harper-Rodriquez
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Rodeo Sports Music,
Finest Cowboys/Girls

Spanish Village Entertains
Visitors in Replica of Villa

Hobert Sanchez
Entertainments lcditor

Terri Jenkins

•

The New Mexico State Fair in Albuquerque has bounced back to the
position of bc.ing the seventh largest exposition in the United States while
the rodeo at the fair is the eighth largest in the Professional Rodeo
Cowboys Association, which coordinates over 600 rodeos across the
country.
The New Mexico State Fair rodeo is offering $47,200 in purse money
which is added together to the cowboy's entry fees to make almost
$150,000 available for winners of various rodeo events.
The events include Saddlebronc and Bareback riding; Steer Wrestling;
Calf Roping; Brahrna Bull Riding; Dally Team Roping, and Girl's Barrell

Racing.
Other events include the grand entrance with dignitaries, sheriff's posse,
state fair queen candidates and clowns. Well-known performers are
featured darning intermission.
Participating in the JO-day rodeo are 642 of the best cowboys in the
world.
Two judges score untimed events, which include saddlebronc and
bareback riding, and Brahma bull riding. The judges will score both the
cowboy and the horse or bull, said JoAnn Tucker, an expert on the state
fair rodeo.
The judges score up to 25 points for both the cowboy's balance and the
animal's bucking, Tucker said.
The timed events go to the cowboy who stays on the animal the longest,
Tucker said.
"It's tough being a cowboy," Tucker said. Professional cowboys travel
with the rodeos. They are different from other professional athletes
because of their independence. They must provide and care for their own
horses.
Cowboys also provide their own transportation, medical expenses and
equipment, Tucker said. They don't work under contract.
At least half of their winnings is consumed in maintaining themselves on
the professional circuit Tucker said.
"If a cowboy gets hurt or gets in a rut, that's just tough," Tucker said.
Cowboys must keep in good physical condition, especially when they are
wrestling an 800-pound steer!
Tucker said Roy "Cooper the Looper" Cooper is the top contender for
this year's state fair rodeo crown. He is a leading contender in the PRCA,
which has over 5,000 contenders. Cooper specializes in calf-roping.
Cooper was raised in Monument, New Mexico, as was his cousin, Jimmy
Cooper, also a top contender for all-around-cowboy honors.
continued on R·6

Baseball players in the background watch from their field in the center of the old race track, near
Old Town, during one of the early expositions in the late 1800s ••.
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Reminisces of the Past

Terri Jenkins
Robert Sanchez

continued from R-2
Yet the New Mexico Exposition was the largest of its
kind in the Southwest.
The 1981 New Mexico State Fair, now the seventh
largest fair in the United States, is called "The
Centennial Fair," marking the lOOth anniversary of
the first New Mexico Territorial Fair.
The annual fair was interrupted by World War I in.
1917, only to reappear in 1938 at the present fair site.
In 1881, general admission was 50 cents for adults
and 25 cents for children. The price is the same this
year.
In 1881, the cost for parking a four-horse carriage
was $1, a two-horse carriage was 75 cents, a one-horse
carriage was 50 cents and a horse was 25 cents.
This year, the price for parking a cads $4 for valet
and preferred infield parking or $2 for general
parking. Some things have changed.
Indian dances, fruit, grain and vegetable exhibits;
exhibits of saddles, furniture, flowers and
photographs were as popular in 1881 as they are
today.
This year's fair is offering nearly $1.5 million in
prize money and premiuns. It is another recordbreaking figure at the fair.

Yesterday morning witnessed the opening of tire
first annual meeting of the New Mexico exposition in
the city.. .In the opening of this, the first annual ex·
position of New Mexico, there dawns upon the
Territory a brighter and a more prosperous era... The
old days of stagnation, of darkness and of gloom, are
rapidly disappearing, and before the rising sun of
progress and development they will, like the monsters
of the night, hasten away and be remembered only as
dreams that come not again ... Then where but lately

Terri Jenkins
Approximately 400 exhibits will provide many
points of interest for persons attending the 1981
Centennial New Mexico State Fair.
While the art exhibit has changed in number of
entries and styles of art represented, the interest of
New Mexicans in art has been sustained since
territorial days.
In the 1881 fine arts showing, an award of$25 was
presented for the best collection of oil paintings of
New Mexico scenery.

A variety of
expressions bid
farewell to a
group of thoroughbreds dashing out
of the starting
gates at the
New Mexico
State Fail',

Cover Photo by
Bill Wechter

savage warfare laid waste the land, and desolation
reigned supreme, "Peace will tinkle on the shepherd's
bells, and sing among the reapers."
Albuquerque Journal
October 4, 1881
The first fair in New Mexico, the New Mexico
Exposition, was held Oct. 3through 8, 1881.
The fair had been conceived only six months earlier
and consisted of five frame structures and several tents
scattered around the area which is now Old Town.
continued on R-6

Persons wishing to add to their current art
collections, whether of New Mexico scenery or not,
will certainly be visiting the Art Gallery (also home of
the Paint New Mexico Art School) as most of the art
exhibited is also available for purchase.
The Contemporary Crafts division of the gailery
w.ill contain works of glass, pottery, furniture, batik,
jewelry and soft sculpture. The 350 pieces entered this
year were juried by Joe Bova, a professional craftsman from Baton Rouge, La.
One hundred and twenty-five selections were made
for the public showing, including several by UNM art
students.
A special exhibit will be the Crafts of Yesteryear

display held under the portico at the Agricultural
Building.
Fair visitors will be able to see a blacksmith plying
his trade, essentially unchanged from 100 years ago,
while other persons will be weaving, spinning, and
performing other antique tasks and crafts.
The Old Timers' Fiddlers' Contest, one of the most
popular events added in the past few years, will be held
this year in the Coliseum to accomodate the large
audience.
To specilically celebrate the centennial, a horsedrawn trolley car, on loan from the Museum of
Albuquerque, will be making a circuit of Main Street
on weekdays and a short run in front of Tingley
Coliseum on weekends.
Rides are 50 cents a person, and the trolley will be
running as long as the horsepower holds out.
Subjects of some State Fair exhibits this year include
solar energy, industrial, educational and a wide
diversity of special interests scattered throughout the
fairgrounds.
Commercial and individual exhibits are judged
separately for trophies and prizes, with the out·
standing commercial and non-commercial exhibits
receiving trophies. Runners-up in each category will
receive rosettes as prizes.
Every exhibitor and concessionaire gets a par•
ticipation ribbon from the 1981 N.M. State Fair.

Fair Police Administers Security
Terri Jenkins

Rectr~~tlon tO I is Pllblis11ctf weekly by the New Mulcv ball~ Lobo as a
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Robert Snchct.
Terri Jenkins
'Bill Wechter
Duane Mcc:lrcgar

One of the best-known performers on the gazebo stage at this year's New
Mexico State Fair will be Jose Gonzales Gonzales.• seen in "Fantasy
Island", ABC-TV, and more than 48 motion pictures. He is one of
Hollywood's finest comedians, and will appear at 4 p.m. and 1 p.m. Sept.
26 and again at 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. Sept. 27.
Also scheduled to appear is Polo Ortega, Mexico's top organist; "El
Charito" (The Little Cowboy) a nine-year-old singer from Denver, Colo.;
However, the 1881 fair had some things that the and Do rita Galan, a flamenco guitarist from Barcelona, Spain.
1981 fair does not have. For example, an article in the
UNM will contribute a share of the entertainment as three graduate
Albuquerque Journal said that the editor of the students forming S. T. T.P. collaborate on their unique marimba sound.
Albuquerque Journal raced fifty yards against the
A mini-history lesson will be offered as the Mataehine dancers perform
editor of the Review with a $100 purse going to
at intervals during evenings and weekends.
Sunday schools in Albuquerque.
The dances they will be performing are re-creations of the same dances
The saloons in Albuquerque offered free lunches,
the
Spanish used to teach the story of Christianity to the indigenous North
wine and cigars during the exposition, while one
American Indian tribes.
night's stay at a hotel cost $1.50.
The dances combine Spanish and Arabic influences in a story of good
Special trains and reduced passenger fares enand
evil, expressively conveyed by movement and music.
couraged people from around the territory to attend
The northwest corner of the attraction, designed as a tiny Mexican
the fair, With the passengers listed in the Journal
village, will be producing bread from old recipes much like the Spanish
society news.
explorers
and settlers used as wheat was first introduced to America.
And what about the races? They were held on a
Open-air interviews with people from the Hispanic community to
level, dirt track surrounded by a white picket fence
called the Speed Ring. The purse ranged from $25 for acknowledge their public service will be conducted all during the last week
a half-mile pony dash to a $1,000 half-mile trotting of the Fair Sept. 21-27.
Also, the New Mexico Historical Review will have reprints of its books
race for horses.
In the words of Governor L. A. Sheldon of the and other volumes for sale under the direction of UNM's Nancy Brown at
Territory of New Mexico, whose address opened the the Spanish Colonial exhibit.
Luminarias will again outline the rooftops of the Spanish Village in Ihe
exposition, "I must, at the outset, congratulate the
evenings.
gentlemen who conceived of this exposition and the
contributers for the excellent quality of their exhibits.
It will show the whole people of New Mexico what the
Territory is capable of producing.''

This Year's State Fair:

Special Exhibits Recall First Fair

Jf~©Tiilll

• ••• end the racing continues at this year's Centennial Fair, a/tough the location has changed and
tile besebe/1 diamond is gone.

It is a lovely fall afternoon in Albuquerque. You arc
enjoying the State Fair and aU its attractions until a)
you lose your child somewhere in the crowd; b) you
lose your Wallet or purse somewhere along Main
Street; c) some idiot decides to take a piece of your
fender (as a State Fair souvenir?) while vacating the
next parking space.
Who will you go to for help in any of the above
situations? The State Fair Police deal with all of those
situations on a daily basis throughout the term of the
New Mexico State Fair.
Supervising the 70-75 person police force this year is
State Fair Police Chief Anselmo M. Giron, who

started on the force in 1952 as a part-time oflicer. He
recently completed the rigorous training course at the
New Mexico Law Enforcement Academy in Santa Fe
that is required of all permanent members of the New
Mexico State Fair Police. The academy course is the
same one attended by the New Mexico State Police,
the varions county sherifrs department personnel and
other law officers. While ofticers of the State Police
arc 'loaned' to the State Fair on a supplementary
basis, the State Fair Police force is separate from any
Other law enforcement agency, and is under the
direction of Bill Humphries, State Fair Manager.
With 23S square acres of fairgrounds and 24 hours a
day in Which to patrol, the State Fair Police do a
remarkable job year after year,

'

Senior Citizens
To Be Honored

With 162 hours of scheduled entertainment and 54 arts, crafts and food
stands housed in a replica of a Spanish villa, the Spanish Village is well on
its way toward its goal of being the finest showplace of Hispanic life in the
United States.
Started in 1970, the Spanish Village has each year added to the New
Mexico State Fair's attractions and this year is no exception.
Beginning with opening ceremonies Sept. 16 at 10 a.m., headlining
''Nuevo Tapatio" mariachi band, the Spanish Village will be entertaining
visitors every day 10 a.m. to 11 p.m ..and until midnight on the weekends.
Also included in special opening day festivities is a men's band from
Quitero, Mexico (north of Mexico City) comprised of twenty four gUitars,
appearing only from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. Sept. 16.
All food served in the Spanish Village is required to be of Hispanic
origin, whether New Mexico style, Mexico, or Spain.
Craft workers are also of Spanish descent and visitors this year will be
able to see copper workers from Mexico heat and shape their wares by
hand. Demonstrations of painting and wood-carving will also be open to
the public.
A new special exhibit will consist of Spanish Colonial ironwork, with
members of the Colonial Infantry of Albuquerque and Jack Martinez,
Unit Commander in Conquistadore~ armor.

The ASUNM. FILM COMMITTEE
Presen1s

'h1,~
You'll be as radiant as your spe-

Ceremonies to honor older
visitors to the _t.lew Mexico State
Fair are scheduled to be held on
Senior Citizens' Day Sept. 23.
All senior citizens will receive
free admission to the fairgrounds
on that day.
"It's quite. appropriate that we're
having this Golden Age party,
which ties directly in with our
observance of the 1DOth anniversary
of the first Territorial Exposition,"
said State Fair Manager Bill
Humphries.
Starting at 2 p.m. in the Opera
House, (located next door to the
Flower Show building) festivities
will be highlighted by a Golden
Wedding Reception for all couples
married 50 years or longer.
Other ways in which senior
citizens will be specially recognized
include awards to the individual
with the longest employment at one
firm; the oldest person still employed at his or her career; the
longest record of state fair entry;
the longest residence in one
location; and the individual with
the most living grandchildren.
Also, the senior gentleman and
the senior lady present will be given
awards, as well as the person or
persons having traveled the longest
distance to attend the 1981 Cen•
tennial State Fait.

JAZZ NIGHT
Tonight 7:00 & 9:15p.m.
Well known jazz stars

o~ the 50's

are featured in tonight's 3 short
and 1 feature films

Cial day tn o !ovely bt'ldol crea•
t1on from the Empress Shop,

For over tl-uny yeors. more
1::;;=~.,.

bndes hove found our exqu•s•te gowns to be JUSt
what. they've hod 10 mtnd.
We also oHer foshic."''S for
bndesmoids. flower gtrls

and the motl~t of the bride
as wen as prom and pog·
eont dresses. Ftnd formals for any elegant

occ:osion. too

"The Blues According to Ughtnin' Hopkins"
"Cab Calloway's Jitterbug Party"
"Saint Louis Blues" Nat Cole as W.C. Handy, creator of the blues, stars in this strong
biographical drama. Also featured: Pearl Bailey, Cab Calloway, Ella
Fitzgerald, Eartha Kitt and Mahalia Jackson.

SUB THEATRE
Students - $1.00

Others - $2.00

out

you

..

"Jam min the Blues"

Vtstt

!.howrooms in the'Plnk
Hoo:;e· at the corner
d Soh Mateo and
Ce>n!!utuuon and see
haw we con please
Hou~~

\
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ACTIVITIES
A Mural Seminar is scheduled for Sept.
16 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in Casa del Sol,
free admission. There will be paintings
and photographs on display as well as
Casa del Sol's newly completed mural.
There will be slide ·show presentations
covering the historical and contemporary
side of murals. Sponsored by SUB
Entertainment.
Guerrero's de Chicomostoc (Warriors of
the Seven Caves), Sept. 18 from noon to
12:30 p.m. at the fountain in front of the
SUB. There will be Azteca Dancers
dancing rituals in connection with the
Mexican Independence Day, The event is
free and is sponsored by SUB Entertainment as part of the noontime activities.
SUB Entertainment is presenting a free

rock concert on Sept. 26 from noon to .5
p.m. at the UNM North Johnson Field.
Three bands will be featured with 94
Rock. Admission is free. For more information, call277-6492.
An Eight and Nine Ball Billiard Tournament is scheduled for Sept. 30 from 3
to 5 p.m. in the Games Area in the Linda Cotton and Street Life; Sept. 22basement of the SUB. Deadline for en- 24, Herbie Mann, jazz artist.
trants is Sept. 28, sign up is at the SUB The Distillery (1400 University, S.E.) Games Area counter and is $.5. All en- Until October 1, Old Scratch, 9 p.m.trants will receive a T-Shirt, prizes for 1:30 a.m. Monday-Saturday.
Don Quixote Lounge (1-40 and Carlisle,
first three winners of each tournament.
United Brothers, Sept. 18, 9 p.m. to 1 N.E. in Four Season's Motor Inn) a.m., dance in the Subway Station, $2 for Until Sept. 19, Terry Richards Band, 8:45
students, $3 general admission.
until closing, with two dance sets 10:45
Southside, Sept. 19 from 9 p.m. to 1 p.m. and 12:45 a.m. Sunda-y, Sept. 20,
a.m., dance in the Subway Station, $1 for Jazz Jam with Phil Lenk.
Far West Club (10205 Central, N.W.)students, $3 general admission.
A Festival of all the arts, Plaza Escalante Sept. 18, 19 and Sept.25 and 26, Al
Art Fair- Sept. 19,.111 Edith S.E. There Hurricane Band, 9 p.m. unti11 :30 a.m ..
will be. musical performances, poetry
readings, exhibits of painting, sculpture
and photography from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Free admission.
Grovinda, Sept. 23 from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. on the South SUB lawn, will provide
a free outdoor concert as part of
noontime entertainment.

CONCERTS

---------------1

20o/o off

I
I

Haircuts to all
New customers
1
L_<:_all_!~':.}~ppoint~~nt_ J

1
1

683-1724
3701 SAN MATEO N.E. SUITE 1
CRESTVIEW SQUARE
1 BLOCK NORTH OF COMANCHE

Rio Grlnle Yacht &
Sporting aub

Joint Recital - Sept. 20 at 4 p.m. in
Keller Hall. Sean Daniel, tenor; George
Robert, piano. Featuring Schubert's
Piano Sonata in A major, op. posth., and
eleven songs by Duparc.
Michael Murphy will appear in concert at
Popejoy Hall Sept. 28. Tickets are on sale
at Ticketmaster locations. The show
begins at 8:15p.m. Featured With Michael
Murphy are The Planets and Native Son.
Proceeds will go to the UNM Child Care
Coop.
New Mexico Symphony Orchestra Sept.25 and Sept. 26 at 8:15 p.m. in
Popejoy Hall. For ticket information call
842-8565.
Triumph, a Canadian band of three will
appear in concert at the Civic Auditorium
Sept. 18. As part of their concert, there
will be 350,000 watts of lights, 46,000
pounds of machinery 2,000 square feet of
scaffolding and staging and 2,150 chaser
lights and over six miles of wire and cable.

2500 Vale SE
NIGHT

one block North of the Airport

PRO SHOP SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

25o/o off

Bird of Paradise (5211 Gibson, S.E.) Sept. 18 and 19 Surp!'ise Package, 9:30
p.m. to 1:30a.m. Cover charge.
Bogart's (275 Montgomery Plaza, N.E.)
Until October, upstairs band Wet Socks;
downstairs band Suspenders; both bands
9 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Monday through
Saturday.
Caravan East (7605 Central, N.E.) Through the State Fair, 5 p.m. to 8:15
p.m. John Meeks and Back of the Ranch;
8:30 to 1:30 a.m. Buckaroo Parkway.
Chelsea Street Pub (Coronado Center,
N.E.) - Sept. 17 through Sept. 19,
Straight Ahead 9 p.m.-1 a.m. Monday
through Thursday; Friday and Saturday,
9 p.m.-1 :30 a.m.
Cowboy's (3300 Juan Tabo; N.E. rtext to
Ken's Tiger Den) - Sept. 14-24 Moon
Pie dance band, 9 p.m. to closing.
Custom's House Saloon (in Sheraton Old
Town Inn, BOO Rio Grande) -· Monday
through Saturday from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.,
Randy Rarte, live classical guitar.
Danbi's (2900 Coors, N.W.) -Sept. 17
and 18 Laney McDonald, jazz pianist;
Sept. 19 and 20, Billy Morris; Sept. 21,

Ektelon Clothing
Head Clothing

30% off

New Balance Shoes
Head Racquetball Shoes
Head Sox
Enduro Sox

$3.95/pr.
$2.97/pr.

All Racquetball Eye Glasses
RECspecs
Aclion Eyes
Carrera
AMFVoit

30o/o off

All Racquets
Ektelon
Magnum
Jcnifer Harding
Magnum Flex
Head Standard
Head Master
Head Graphite Express

30% off

Rat•quetball ·Bags Head & Ektclon 25 percent off

243-9590

Fireplace Lobby Bar (in Sheraton Old
Town Inn, 800 Rio Grande, N.W.) Sunday through Thursday, Peggy May;
Friday and Saturday, Barbara Clark.
Friar's North (4410 Wyoming, N.E.) Sept. 17-19, Sassy; Monday, Sept. 21
until Oct.1, Soundstage, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
Monday-Saturday; Sunday nights rock
music.
Friar's Pub (6825 Lomas, N .E.) - Sept.
14-26, Trouble 9 p.m.-2 a.m. MondaySaturday; Buckman 8 p.m.-11 :30 p.m.
Sundays until State Fair is over.
Ned's (4200 Central, S.E.) - Sept. 24,
Second Annual So-Lofig Summer Party
with 94 Rock. Prizes for different so-long
summer costumes and Coppertone drink
specials.
Palomino Club (2900 Coors, N.W.) Monday-Thursday, Kenny Vernon and
Grand Junction, 8:30 p.m.-.1:30 a.m.;
Friday and Saturday, Full Circle cocktail
band 5:30 p.m.-8: 1.5 p.J.ll.

Stations on the AM dial:
KRI<E
KDAZ

1<08
KQEO
KKIM
KDRM
KXKS
KAMX
KZIA

610
730

770
920
1000
1150
1190
1500
1580

Country music, news
Contemporary Christian music
and programs
Middle of the road, news
Oldies
Christian music and programs
Easy listening, middle of road
Beautiiu I music
(15X) Top40
News, talk shows

ART

SHOWS

to noon and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
UNM Art Museum -. On display are
Sculpture of 60s and 70s, Santos
Metalicos (Mexican Folk Retablos),
UNM Department of Art Faculty Show
(mixed media), and Photographs by
Beaumont Newhall Hours are 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Wildire Gallery - A one-man show of
paintings and monotypes by Forrest
Mondays through Fridays, 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. and 7· to 9 p.m. Saturdays and
Sundays 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Albuquerque Museum Explore, a
children's discovery gallery by Charles
Mattox. Hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Friday and 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Albuquerque United Artists
MOVIES
Experimental Performance Festival: Sept.
18, 8 p.m., Original Din and Jungle Red
will play music, $1.50 admission; Sept. The Canadian Rockies - Travel ad20, 3 p.m., two poets will read, admission venture film, Sept. 21 at 7:30 p.m. in
is $1.
Popejoy Hall. Tickets are $3 . .50 for adults
and $3 for students and senior citizens.
Jazz Night- Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. and 9:15
p.m. in the SUB Union Theater. A series
of shorts featuring Billie Holiday, Cab
Calloway, Dizzy Gillespie, Duke
Ellington and others.
Blazing Saddles- Sept. 18 and 19 at 7
p.m., 9:15p.m. and 11:30 p.m. in the
SUB Union Theater.
Re: Male/Female Relations- Sept. 23 at
8 p.m. in the SUB Union Theater. A
collection of "new age" animation
erotica and cinematic exchange. Also:
Donna Deitch's "Woman to Woman."
Airplane- Albuquerque Six Drive-In
An American Werewolf in London Albuquerque Six Drive-In, Wyoming
Mall
An Eye for an Eye - Albuquerque Six
Drive-In, Montgomery Plaza Three
Arthur- Louisiana Blvd
Body Heat- Coronado Four, Highland
Bustin' Loose - Albuquerque Six DriveIn
The Canonball Run- Coronado Four
The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith Friday through Tuesday, Don Pancho's
ASA Gallery in SUB basement - Six Close Encounters and Star Trek Image Makers, a multimedia display with Tonight only, Don Pancho's
works by Rene Hein, Kelly Kiefer, Martin Continental Divide- Lobo
Delabano, Debbie Spector and Richard Deadly Blessing - Albuquerque Six
Sala of UNM and Jill Slaymaker and Drive-In
Gary Bush of Texas. In the ASA Gallery Emanuelle Around the World - Far
now through Oct. 2.
North Cinema
Hoshour Gallery - A one-man show Escape From New York- Albuquerque
called Callages, Drawings and Ceramic Six Drive-In, Coronado Four
Sculpture by Emerson Woelffer, Eye of the Needle- Coronado Four
Tuesdays through Saturday, noon to 5:30 First Monday in October - Louisiana
p.m.
Blvd
Los Corrales - A two-person show Four Seasons- Los Altos Twin
through Oct. 16 with paintings and The Great M up pet Caper- Eastdale
drawings by Elizabeth Cain. and ceramics The Howling -· Albuquerque Six DriveIn
by Gwyn Ebie.
,
Jupiter's Thigh- The Guild
Mariposa Gallery - Jewelry by David Pick Up Summer- Montgomery Plaza
Dear and Tapestries by Viki Edwards Three, Albuquerque Six Drive-In
with a loom on display by Jack Edwards.
Private Benjamin/Ten- Cinema East
Teaching Ga11ery - Works by Margo Raggedy Man- Winrock Two
Humphrey and Judy Bass will be on Raiders of the Lost Ark- Albuquerque
display through Oct. 9. Hours are 9 a.m. Six Drive-In, Louisiana Blvd
Revenge of the Cheerleaders
Albuquerque Six Drive-In
SOB- Coronado Four
Striking Back - Cinema East, Montgomery Plaza Three
Stripes - Albuquerque Six Drive-In,
Montgomery Plaza Three
Superman II- Wyoming Mall
Victory- Winrock Two
Stations on the FM dial:
Xanadu - Eastdale
I<LYT
I<ANW
KUNM
KRST
KOB

KWXL
KHFM

K:ZZX
I< KJV
l<FMG

88.3
89.1
90.1

Contemporary Christian music
Disco

92.3

Country
Contemporary easy listening
(94 Rock) Album oriented rock
Classical
Adult contemporary top 40
Beautiful music
Mass appeal album oriented rock

93.3
94.0
96.3
99.0
100.0
108.0

[See back page for programs]

THEATER
Best Little Whorehouse in Texas Sept. 18 at 8:15p.m.; Sept. 19 at 6. p.m.
artd 10 p.m. and Sept. 20 at 2:15p.m. and
8!15 p.m. in PopeJoy Ha\l. Ti~kets are

$20, $18 and $14 (evenings) and $16, $14
and $11 (matinees). ASUNM/GSA half
price on Sept. 18.
First Monday in October- Closes this
Sunday at the Albuquerque Little
Theatre. Showtimes are at 8 p.m. on
Friday, 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. on Saturday
and 2 p.m. on Sunday.
On Golden Pond- This weekend at the
Barn Dinner Theatre, begins after dinner
at 8:15 p.m. Starring Lyle Talbot, the
comedy at the theatre can be reached by
taking 1-40 east and exit at Cedar Crest
and traveling about four miles along the
road.

Even The Losers
Get Lucky
This Time!

20~off

on aU fashion clothing
~fl

f,0~

10~

off

on everything
in the store with a
losing race track ticket.
at the

General Stores
111 Harvard SE (across from UNM)
8117 Menual NE
403 Cordova Rd. West Santa Fe

BOOTS BY

Tony Llama
Justin
Acme

Durango
HATS BY

Stetson
Resistol
10 % OFF regular price
with this ad

BOB'S
~-~~~~~6\
11 0 WYOMING S.E.
' 268-8696
255-05 15
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Preparation of Fair Begins Early
Nearly
a million-and-aChalf
people usc the New Mexico State
Fairgrounds during the time the
Fair is not in session and at least
part of the fairgrounds is ready for
use at all times.
But even the largest arts and
crafts fair, horse and dog shows,
Ilea mark~ts, and RV campers'
meetings can't 'compare with the
scope of preparations involved for
the State Fair itself.
The exposition took its first steps
towards becoming the seventh
largest celebration in the United
States and Canada in 1938 at its
present site, selected as a permanent
home for the State Fair.
The building which is now the
State Fair Art Gallery was the first
permanent structure erected,
housing a general headquarters and
offices for State Fair management.
Management was not housed
permanently on-site until after WW
ll, with the only year-round offices
previously located in downtown
Albuquerque.
Other buildings along Main
Street - the Women's Center, the
School House, the Railroad Club
Center and others - were eventually added.
These arc the same buildings that
re-stuccoed
in
have
been
preparation for this year's 1981
Centennial Fair. Since the New
Mexico State Fair is a non-profit
exposition, money accrued after

expenses are paid is used for improvements for th~ next Fair.
Many changes have of course
taken place in the 44 years since the
Fair's re-organization after the
original Territorial Exposition had
lapsed.
The Indian dances, which once
were held on a small platform by
the Indian Arts building, are now
conducted in the Indi.an Village.
Main Street has its own exhibits,
ranging from the Poco Quatros
Antique Car Club show in years
past to a horse-drawn trolley newly
added this year.
Dona Kanin and her State Fair
Players have delighted audiences
with. their mellodramas performed
in the old style, while the New
Mexico Rose Society and other
gardening clubs conduct one of the
state's most successful flower
shows annually.
Of course, with every new attraction and exhibit added, details
and maintanence increase also.
About I ,300 people form the
fair's staff of telephone operators,
security guards, secretaries, and
other support personnel. The
restaurants and concessions, as well
as the midway, have their own
crews, with many of the churchoriented establishments using allvolunteer labor from their
congregations.
Suppliers and even truck drivers
have to be contacted and con-

tracted. In additon, each place
serving food orders its own· supplies.
No trucks or heavy vehicular
traffic is permitted on Main Street
after noon, and low supplies have
to be supplemented by whatever
can be hauled in a golf cart-type
vehicle. With an eye toward e~ing
this situation in the future, the
Fair's management is considering
organizing a large warehouse to
stock supplies which would be
accessible to all food establishments.
Every year other volunteers are in
the public view, with the Jaycees
handling parking and the Civitans
renting
out
strollers
and
wheelchairs.
So consider the magnitude of the
concept 'housecleaning' the next
time your mother says she's coming
for a visit. Your apartment is a
dis~ter area, but imagine having to
clear the fairgrounds of trash and
litter!
How about readying Tingley
Coliseum for its nightly rodeo and
stage show? Or washing all those
dishes in all those restaurants?
Show this article to your mother
during her next visit. Once she
starts thinking about all the State
Fair's cleaning, renovating, and
maintanence problems, she won't
even notice the cobwebs on your
ceiling.

-Rodeo-------------continued from R-2

"The cowboys arc getting better," Tucker said.
"They are putting a lot of scientific knowledge into
timing, like instant replay for the rodeo teams in
college.
"Today's cowboys are better than they've ever
been. Rodeoing has gotten to be more of a skill than a
cowpuncher trying his luck. Strength and timing is
involved. Another reason why cowboys are better
today is that the best cowboys who are retiring are
teaching for for the rodeo teams in college. And they
will improve because the good guys today are teaching
for tomorrow.
"Rodeoing is very exciting today because not only
arc the cowboys better," continued Tucker, "bUt the

animals are bred especially for the rodeo and are
stronger and better fed. You put a good cowboy on a
good animal and that is exciting."
Tucker said that although there is a lot of money in
rodeoing, most cowboys don't make very much
because of the high costs involved, the competition
and hard work. But for the lucky few, there is good
money in the sport.
For example, she said that Jimmy Cooper, a 1978
graduate of New Mexico State University, has made
$50,000 in rodeos so far this year and in 1980 was the
PRCA rookie of the year winning more than $74 000
during the season, more than any rookie in the PRCA.

Fat City Restaurant & JL'S Club
Welcome The Lobos To Lubbock!
Where is THE place to meet your friends to eat and party? Fat City
Restaurant and JL'S Club is the place. We're all up here ori the 4th floor
of the Sentry Savings Bldg. at loop 289 and Slide Rd. So before or aher
the game, join us at Fat City for the best dinner, and JL'S for victory
cocktails and dancing. The fanciest, most fun club in Lubbock.

·-·

Calendar
September 11-27 Racing
every afternoon at the grandstand, 12:30 p.m.
September 16·27 World
Carnival on Midway

Judging, Rabbit Judging
9:00am National Hampshire
Sheep Show
2:00 pm Junior Breeding Sheep
Show
Bread Contest, Women's
Center, Queen's Orientation,
Youth Hall
7;00 pm Junior Breeding Swine
Show
7:30pm Finals Open cutting,
Tingley Coliseum
8:00pm
STATE FAIR
RODEO with RAY PRICE

Thursday, September 17
Handicap Day
8:00am Quarter Horse Youth
Classes, Horse Arena
II :00 am First Lady's Day for
the Handicap of New Mexico
3 :00 pm
Fashion Show for
Sewing Contest Winners,
Women's Center
8:00pm
STATEFAIR Tuesday, September 22
RODEO with MICKEY Woolgrowers Day- School
GILLEY I JOHNNY LEE Day for Northeast" A"
& THE URBAN COWBOY Quadrant -Appaloosa Day
BAND 8:00am
Appaloosa Horse
Show, Horse Arena
Junior Swine Show -Market
Friday, September 18
9:00am
Open Sheep Show
Cotton Day-Quarter Horse
Dairy Cattle Show
Youth Day-School DayChile Contest,
2:00 Pill
Southwest Quadrant
Women's Center,
8:00am Quarter Horse Youth
Queen's Riding, 1st
Classes
Division, Coliseum
Horse Arena
Third Flower Show
9:00am
Simmental Show 2:30 pm
STATEFAIR
3:00pm Cotton Extravaganza, 8:00pm
RODEO with RAY PRICE
Women's Center
STATE FAIR
8:00pm
RODEO with JOHN Wednesday, Seplember23
CONLEE Indian Day- Farm Bureau
Day- County Attendance
Day- School Day for
Saturday, September 19
North-East "B" Quadrant
Govenor's Day- Quarter
- Morgan Day- Senior
Horse Day- Angus DayCitizens Day
Centennial Day
8:00am Quarter Horse Show, 8:00 amAppaloosa Horse Show
Morgan Horse Show
Horse Arena
Junior Market Lamb Show
8:30am
State Fair Parade
Angus Show 9:00am Dairy Cattle Show9:00 am
Jr. Dairy
Junior Baking
2:30pm
Warm-Up Jumper
Contest, Women's Center
Knitting Contest,
Second Flower Show !O:OOam
Women's Center
8:00pm
STATE FAIR
RODEO with JOHNNY 2:00pm Queen's Personality
Contest
RODRIGUEZ
2:00pm
Senior Citizen
Program, Opera House
Sunday, September 20
Veteran's Day- Cattle
6:00 pm Junior Breeding Beef
Breeders Day- Hereford
Show
8:00pm
Day
STATEFAIR
8:00am Quarter Horse Classes,
RODEO with EMMYLOU
Horse Arena
HARRIS
9:00am
Hereford Show
2:00pm Intenjenominational Thursday, September24
Church Service- Coliseum School Day for Northeast "C"
3:00pm Shepherds and Sheep Quadrant- Dairy Cattle Day
in Wool Lead Class 8:00am Morgan Horse Classes,
8:00pm
STATEFAIR
HorseArena
RODEO with JOHNNY
Warm-Up Jumpers,
RODRIGUEZ
Junior Steer Show
9:00 am
Dairy Cattle Show,
Monday, September 21
Open Swine Show
School days for State Wide
JI:OOam
Crowning
Schools & Northwest Quadrant
Contest
- Cutting Horse Day
2:00 pm
Cake Contest,
8:00am Open Cutting, Horse
Women's Center- Queen's
Arena
Riding, 2nd Division,
Open Junior Classes, Poultry
continued on R-7
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Indian Village Offers
Variety of Pleasures

continued from R-6

Coliseum - Chile
Demonstration, Agriculture
Building
4:00 pm
Chile Demonstration
8:00pm
STATE FAIR
RODEO with EMMYLOU
HARRIS

Terri Jenkins
A feast for the fiv~ senses is a good capsule description of one of the
popular attracl!ons (about 170,000 people in one day) at the New
Mex1co State Fair, the Indian Village.
mos~

-:"t. the v~llage, you may stand surrounded by pueblo-style adobe
bu1ldmgs, Wlth the good smell of burning pinon wood in the air and un- Friday, September 25
Pony Horse Day~ School Day
dergo the tantalizing dilemma of what authentic Indian food to try first.
for Southeast Quadrant
. Or you .may delight i~ Indian-made crafts at the 40 booths along the 8:00 am
Pony Classes
v1llage pen.meter, featurmg eve~ything from belts to jewelry; beadwork to
Hunter-Jumper
pottery; hmr ornaments to weavmgs.
9:00am
Brangus ShowOr let your ears guide yo~ to t?e dance stand and listen to centuries-old
Dairy Cattle Show Ring
chants and drumbeats whlie Witnessing the ceremonial Puelbo Indian
- Open Sheep Show dances or the war dances of the Plains tribes.
Wool Breeds
9:30am
Block & Bridle Club
S~arted and supervised by the New Mexico Council of American
lnd1ans, In~ ... a ~on-profit· ?rga~iz~tion, .the Indian Village has had inLivestock Judging Contest
crea~ed partiC!p~twn yearly S!~Ce 1ts mcepl!on. This year nearly all of New
10:00 am
Quilt Display &
Mexu;:o s 19 Indmn pueblos Wlll be represented, along with members of the
Demonstration Fiddler's
NavaJo, Apache, Cherokee and Choctaw tribes, thus including Plains and
Contest- Coliseum
Forest Jnd1ans as well.
1:30pm
Junior Dairy Judging
Proceeds fro~ the village's three major restaurants and three hornos
Contest
(ovens) ~rc utlhzed. by the New Mexico Council for supplementary 2:00pm
Chile Demonstration,
sc~olarsh1ps for Ind1an students. Over $20,000 is expected to be collected
Agdculture Building
th1s year for students' books and tuition.
2:30pm
Fourth Flower Show
The ~ounci~ also :pons~rs the Miss Indian New Mexico contest. The 4:00pm
Fleece A uctioh, Dairy
1981 M1ss lnd1an New Mex1co, Ramona Wanya, is a UNM student.
Cattle Show Ring
Visitors to the 1981 Indian Village events will be able to view.such crafts
Chile Demonstration,
Agriculture Building
as mocassin making, piki bread baking and drum making as well as
ceremonial work, including sand painting and kachina doll making,
6:45 pm
Junior Awards Presen
Four dance teams will be performing throughout the afternoons and
tation
eve?ings, including the Apache Crown Dancers from Bylas, Arizona and a
Harms Youth Hall
Pla1ns dance group from Canoncito. Dances are inter-tribal and will 8;00 pm
STATE FAIR
'
include a cross section of the dances in the state.
RODEO with SYLVIA

-...

Saturday, Scptcmber26
Queen's Day- 4-H &FFA
Day - Scout Day Rodeo Day
8:00am

Hunter-Jumper
Classes, Horse Arena

8:30am

Buyer's Coffee,
Jr. L.S. Pavillion
Junior Livestock Sale
Quilt Display and

9:00am
10:00 am
I :00 pm

2:00pm

w

Quilting Demonstration
Fiddler's Contest
-Coliseum
Chile Demonstration
-Agriculture Building

E

E

3:00pm

Charolais Show
Brahman Show
Chile Demonstration
4:00pm
-Agriculture Building
Awards Presentations
-Junior
Dairy Judging- Youth Hall
7:30pm
CROWNING of
STATE FAIR QUEEN,
Coliseum
8:00pm
STATEFAIR
RODEO with SYLVIA

K

5:00pm

Sunday, September 27
Hunter-Jumper Day
8:00am
Hunter-Jumper
Classes, Horse Arena
9:00am
Twirling Contest
-Youth Hall Patio

Albuquerque
Dining
and
Entertainment

Conceptions
Southwest
-

~-

· BAR a PACKAGE ·
A tight-rope walker teeters over crowds at one of the early expositions In the lata 1800s near Old
Town.

4pm·2am

Littlefield

794·3339
4th street

~

Lunch 11·2

.5
South
Plains
Mall

Dinner 5·11

E

0

.,;
a:

~

Cll

6502 Slide Rd.
Loop289
Slide Rd. exit
Sentry Savings Building

00

v

Daily Double Special
Thursday Night All Night
2 for 1 Drinks 4pm - Closing

UN M Exhibit Shows
:he; U~~!M Geology De~artment will present a display at the Agriculture
Bmldmg lltled Volcanoes m the Solar System.
"It is an effort to show what an academic department is doing for New
Mexico in terms of research," said Rodney Ewing, chainnan of the
geology department.
There will be two sections to the display. The first, coordinated by the
Geology department, will center on geology and volcanic activity on the
earth, and the second, coordinated by the Institute of Meteoritrics will
center on possible volcanic activity on Mercury the Earth the Moon
Jupiter, Jupiter's moon Io and meteors.
'
'
'
Films and pictures will be on display of the eruption of Mt. St. Helen in
comparison with the volcanic chain ih the Jemez Mountains in New·
Mexico, and pictures that suggest lava flows on Mercury, Mars, Jupiter,
the moon and meteorites will also be on display.
ihe display can be seen during the state fair from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. daiiy.
The UNM exhibit is sponsored in cooperation With UNM Public Information with additional funding provided by the UNM Foundation.
Ewing said that this type of research is recognized by the international
community and has direct applications and bene(its to UNM.

Featuring the Streamlined Swing Group

••••••••••••••••••••••
Rare Silk
••••••••••••••••••••••
Direct From Carnagie Hall

..1

J

Thurs. & Fri.
Chris Maris
Appearing 4 to 8

7605 Central NE
~

I

'

o • •

o '

• • •

'

I

265-6701
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Aid Offered at Skills Center
R~mona

movies

MOVIES
Saturday, 7 a.m.: The Shootist
(Channel B)
Sunday, 8 p.m.: Coach of /he Year
(Channel4)
Monday, 8 p.m.: And Baby Makes

Six (4)
Tuesday, 7 p.m.; Sa(em'sLol (13)
Tuesday, 8 p.m.: Oh, God( (4)
Wednesday, 7 p.m.: Haywire (13)
Friday, 8 p.m.: Golden Gate(?)
Friday, 8 p.m.: Better Late than

Never(4)
SPORTS
SATURDAY
8:30a.m.- Harness Racing(5)
10 a.m. - Greatest Sports Legend
(23)

10:30 a.m. This Week in
Baseball (23)
J I :30 a.m. -College Football Prea arne Show (7)
11:30 a.m. - Jim Thomas Outdoors (14)
11:30 a.m. - NFL Review and
Preview (23)
11:50 a.m.- College Football (7)
Noon - NFL Review and Preview
(14)
12:15 p.m.- Baseball(4)

sports

Editor's Note,,
IN FOCUS Is a weekly art/de which expfores a personality at
UNM, whether it be a group or an individuaf. It pertains in ~orne
way to entertainment, Submissions or Ideas for IN FOCUS Wl/1 be
graciously accepted. Send submissions to IN FOCUS, Recreation
101, University of New Mexico, P.O. Box 20, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87131.

spsciB/s

12;30 p.m.- Lucha Libre (48)
7 p.m. -Notre Dame Football (23)
I :30 p.m.- Futbol (48)
2:30 p.m. - CBS Sports Saturday MONDAY
6 p.rn. Longhorn Football
(13)
3 p.m.- Wide World of Sports (7) Highlights (14)
3:30 p.m. Esta Semana en 7 p.m.- NFL Football (7)
Beisbol (48)
FRIDAY
4 p.m.- New Mexico Outdoors (5) 5:30 p.m. -New Mexico Football
4:30p.m.- Western Outdoorsman Highlights (14)

Robert Sanchez
Entertainments Editor

Accent Albuquerque is a daily show produced by Channel 14 in
Albuquerque. But this Sunday evening, at 8 p.m., Accent
Afbuquerque will feature a show produced and hosted by a UNM
student.
Duane Varan an IS-year-old junior, will produce the show, which
is an interview ~ith Eddie Rabbitt and Platinum California. During
the half-hour presentation, Rabbitt will sing his three hit songs,
"Drivir..' My Life Away," "I Love a Rainy Night," an~ "Step by
Step."
"The show will be Eddie Rabbit/fans," the ASUNMsenator said.

(7)

6 p.m. - Tom Landry: Football 'SPECIALS
(14)
6:30 p.m. Dallas Cowboy SUDAY
3 p.m. - Kennedy Center Tonight
Weekly (14)
(5)
8 p.m.- Boxeo (48)
11 p.m. - Notre Dame Football 6 p.m. - Theater for Young
Americans (7)
(14)
7 p.m.- Get High on Yourself(4)
8 p.m. -Accent Albuquerque (14)
SUNDAY
9:30a.m. -New Mexico Outdoors TUESDAY
(4)
7 p.m.- Project Peacock (4)
lOa.m,- Wrestling (7)
9:30p.m.- The Silken Tent (5)
10:30 a.m.- NFL Today (13)
9:30 p.m. -Attack on the Family
II a.m.- NFL Football (13)
(14)
11 a.m.- College Football (7)
Noon- Rodeo (7)
WEDNESDAY
I p.m.- Baseball(?)
3:30p.m.- Afterschool Special (7)
8:30 p.m. - American Adventure
I :30 p.m.- NFL '81 (4)
-The Rocket Pilots (4)
2 p.m. -NFL Football (4)
2 p.m.- NFL Football (13)
THURSDAY
2 p.m. - Round Cera (48)
6 p.m. - Vic Braden's Tennis for 8 p.m. - Love Letter to Jack
the Future (5)
Benny (4)

"I'm avoiding the obvious questions like, 'What does itjeellike to
be a singer?' and wifl ask questions about his background.
Interesting questions that I think people wifllike to hear," he said.
"The show is pure entertainment."
This show is the first of a biweekfy series granted to Varan from
Channel14 's Dan McGuire. Varan said that his series will center on
UNM fife, like the Greek fife or the dorm life. He said that it wif/
also center on ASUNM PEC and its concerts.
Varan said that he hopes the series wilf be a stepping stonl! to his
own idea fora series dedicated to UNM students caf/ed Probe.
"Probe is my dream for right now," he said.
Although Varan is·majoring in management he wants to go into
broadcasting.
"I'm minoring in television broadcasting," he said. "If anyone is
good enough, they can get into television work. l figure that I may as
well have something to fall back on."
The show on Eddie Rabbi// will not be Varan.'s first production
efforts.
"When I was 14, I produced my first shoW\ A documentary in
Iran. I was going to school there and I worked into the queen's
movie industry and convinced them that since I was a foreigner, I
could understand how to make a documentary." Varan said that the
20-minute film, entitled "Free Movie," was shown at the cinema
before major movie productions.
Since then, Varan has interned at Channel 23 and 14, where he
presently is finishing an internship. So he is not being paid for what
Varan calls, "long hours of hard work," although he is getting
credit for his efforts.
Varan also produced two shows during the summer for Accent
Albuquerque with UNM Vice President Marvin "Swede" Johnson,
when UNM received an award for being the most improved
university; and the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group and
its efforts.

SMALL
ads
are
seen
call277-5656
JUPITER'S THIGH
Robert Sanchez
Entertainments Editor
J guess it took the French to do it. To make a comedy that has suspense,
romance, mystery, drama and charm.
.
Jts title Jupiter's Thigh, is a little misleading, until you see the mov1e.
The m~vie bcgans with a drug bust, nothing like what might be expected
in a comedy, but what might be expected in aKojak or Serpico. Rough ~nd
tough policewoman (Annie Girardot) makes the raid as cie.an and effip1~nt
as Betty Crocker cooking a batch of cupcakes. And the d1rector, Philhpe
de Broca, makes the movie flow from one scene to the next with the same

ease.
For instance during the scene of the raid, Girardot is reminded that she
is late for an a~poirttment. She rushes to the church, changing on the way,
for her marriage to an elite archeologist (Philippe Noiret),
From this point on, the movie takes place all over Greece, and the movie
displays the director's ability to handle any situation at any place.
The plot is simply about two archeologists who try to recover a valuable
find, part of an ancient statue of Aphrodites, thought lost since the time of
Pericles.
The stolen part of the statue is the buttock, hence the title, Jupiter's

Thigh.
While searching for the missing artifact, the two archeologists are accused of murder, and the plot thickens. It remains essentially that the
finder of the statue, the character C.H. Poche!, and his wife as well as
Girardot and Noiret, need to scour Greece in search of the statue and the
murderer, in order to prove their innocence. While attempting to do so,
they stumble onto a front for maniac millionaires who collect art treasures.
The actors do an excellent job in all the different situations the movie
places them in.
Girardot, especially, can put on an air of fear, when she needs to and can
be a hard core policewoman.and at the same time be a loving wife. Sh~, ~is
Noiret are very believable on the screen. The character Pochet and h1s Wife
are als~ excellent on the screen and add much to the movie's success.
The photography is excellent, equalling and exceeding that of American
made films. The camera seems to be at the right place at the right moment
for the best effects.
The music is just as good as the photography and enhances the dramatic
moments, or the times of suspense or comedy.
. ,
However, no movie is perfect, and Jupiter's Thigh is no exception.
The "Gang of Four," as the group rampaging across Greece came to be
called are heartless to the people from which they derive their transportdtion and other needs. They appear almost as a Bonnie and Clyde
gang stealing cars every three hours so as not to be detected by the Greek
auth~rities. It also seemed as though every time they stole another vehicl~,
it was all too easy and the group was filled with no remorse. I find th1s
especially hard to believe, especi.ally whe.n Girardot is .suppos~d ~o be. an
upholder of the law. I would thmk she would feel a httle gmlt m domg
what she is supposed to be stopping.
Although the filmed was captioned, the captioning actually enhanced
the film's success keeping the viewer constantly mentally awake and
.
.
therefore able to catch suttle humor ot satire.
However, the movie was excellent as a truly funny comedy and fllld With
just enough emotion to be a touching comedy. One c?uld not bel~ but t?
sympath!ze with the "Gang of Four" and root for thetr cause. All mall, 1t
was a very entertaining movie.

and find aut about
being seen in the
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EARN $95.00 per MONTH
for 2 or 3 hours a week ot your spare time
Need some immediate cash?

Make -U1e payment on the car

.

.

Keep t.he landlord_ al bay
. . . ..
\~eat yourself lo new threads

-

Get even w·•ththe financ.e. company~·
·-

--

Clean up t.he dentist bill
.

'

~

'

.

Roll out some new t.ires

donate p Iasma.

youmay

save a life}

Without your plasma many hemophiliacs, kidney disease. tetanus,
small pox and burn patients would not stand a chance.
It's easy and relaxing.
Start now and be a twice-a"
week regular. $10 cash
each donation,plus bonuses.
You can earn $1,200 and
more in a year

The UNM Skills Center, afwith the University Skills
program and located on the third
floor of Zimmerman library, is
available to all students desiring
free tutorial assistance for a wide
variety of courses involving
)3nglish, math and science.
The Skills Center, started in the
fall of 1979, as a supplement to the
University Skills program, provides
free tutoring l!nd workshops to all
UNM students.
Before the Skills Center was
introduced, the University Skills
program assisted only those
students enrolled in the l 00 )eve!
courses. Now the Skills Center and
its tutors .can help students that are
enrolled in higher level courses.
To receive aid from the Skill
Center's tutors, a student must
make an appointment by calling
277-4560 or dropping by the center
which is open Monday through
Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on Tuesday
through Thursday,
fiHat~d

Gretchen Paslay
Zimmerman
Library
has
acquired a reading machine for the
visually handicapped, the third of
its kind on New Mexico.
The Kurzweil Reading Machine
converts written materials, such as
books, periodicals and typewritten
letters, into English speech, said
Stephen Rollins, director of the
circulations department.
This will give visually handicapped students access to books
and reserve materials off the library
shelves, h"e said.
The reading machine stores 12
lines of text in a memory control,
spells words that are difficult to
hear and marks words or phrases
for later reference. The machine
adjusts to 200 type faces and is
equipped with a speed control,
enabling the student to read faster

the University of New Mexico
Lobo Marching Band will perform
during pre-game and halftime
ceremonies at the Denver Bronco/Baltimore Colt football game
Sept. 20 beginning at 2 p.m.
Harold Van Winkle, band
director and assistant professor of
rnusic, said the 200-mem ber band
Will leave to perform in Mile High
Stadium on Sept. 19.

Class

Ad

Deadline
IilAh \_,;, 11
I \ i't I' \\ t,lllt"'l\11, ~
\l.u'i"!)i1 fl;rll
1!1'/:r rt·JI ll111lo~rl
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'
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A realistic approach to
defense against unarmed
assailants using simple
techniques.

Starts Sept. 21
MWF 6:30-8:00 p.m.

265-4286

presents

Guerrero's De Chicomostoc
(Warriors of 7 Caves)

Posters Sold

Azteca Dancers Ritual Ceremony

A colorful poster commemorating the Centennial New
Mexico State Fair will be
available to all persons altending
the
fair
this
year
in
Albuquerque.
Illustrated by New Mexico
artist Joe Lovato, the two by
three foot poster depicts both
the first Territorial Exposition
and the present show.
The illustrations, some of
which were based on actual
photographs from the 1881 fair,
depict hot air palloons, sulky
racing and grandstands as well
as the modern midway and the
pari-mutuel horse racing meet.

than human speech.
The library purchased the
reading machine through community donations, Rollins said.
A four to six hour training
program required to use the
machine is available by reservation
at the library, Alice Clark, assistant
dean of readers' services, said.
Reading material is placed face
down on the surface of a scanner,
where it locates the first line of the
text. An electronic voice reads the
material.
The machi:ae also does math
calculations by changing the
program tape, Rollins said.
The Kurzweil Reading Machine is
used across the country in libraries,
rehabilitation centers and private
corporations.
Singer Stevie Wonder privately
owns a reading machine in his
home, Rollins said.

America,"' Van Winkle said. ''The
halftime theme will be 'Musical
Buffet."'
The halftime performance will
open with "Espana," and then
progress into "Foggy Mountain
Breakdown," by Earl Scruggs. Ben
Perea,
1980-81 New Mexico
champion banjo player, will be the
featured soloist.
"This is perhaps the first time a
banjo player has been featured
"We were invited by the Broncos during a halftime performance,"
to perform. We felt it would be an Van Winkle said.
The Chapparals, the Lobo
excellent opportunity for the
musicians in the band and UNM. Marching Band's dance troupe,
We like to think we have an ex- directed by Jedy Nickerson, a
dance
teacher
in
cellent music program and our private
quality was recognized by the AlbtJquerque, will perform an
interpretive dance by Louie Prima
Broncos," Van Winkle said.
entitled, "Sing, Sing, Sing.''
Halftime will close with a
"We feel the exposure will also
classical composition, "Pictures at
help us with our recruiting."
The expense for the trip is being an Exhibition," by Musorgskii.
The band is also tentatively
shared by the Bronco football club
andUNM.
scheduled to stop in Raton on Sept.
19 to rehearse and give a demon"The pre-game theme will be
patriotic. We're calling it 'Salute to

in addition to the regular fee
New donors only

Jupirer's thigh is showing at the Guild Theatre, 3405 Central N .E.

obtain hand-outs from the
workshops at the Skills Center.
Deese commented on the
workshops, "We have a lot of
entering freshman, used to high
school with a rigid schedule, that
need help managing time in a
different atmosphere. We also have
returning students used to a work
schedule and need help adjusting to
an academic schedule."
AI though students are not weak
in any particular field, Deese said,
"I think most students are just
generally poor in academic skills.
They haven't developed good notetaking habits and test-taking habits.
They lack confidence in terms of
math and being able to write."
"The Skills Center is one more
attempt on the university's part to
help students become successful
university students," Deese said,

Sponsored by .Bosque Farms
businessman Nino Trujillo, the
poster took nearly seven months
to produce.
The poster will be on sale
day of the 1981 fair (Sept.
16 to 27), and is priced at $5.95.
They will be exhibited at the
racetrack, midway and Tingley
Co!ieum.

~every

For State Fair details, consult
the complete calendar in
Recreation 101.

UNM Band to Perform in Denver

this coupon worth $5

phone for appointment

"I think there are a lot of freshman students who need help adjusting from high school to college
academic life," said Susan Deese,
director of the Skills Center. There
is more emphasis on work outside
the classroom. Students are expected to do a lot more of outside
work than in high school."
The tutors with the Skills Center
are a variety of undergraduate &nd
graduate students. Each tutor goes
through a training program with
emphasis on helping students do for
themselves, rather then the tutor
. doing it for them.
A tutor at the Skills Center, Bill
Linzie, said, HSome sudents are
tougher to deal with but there are
no communication problems."
Another program offered by the
Skills Center is the Study Skills
workshops. The topics of the
workshops this semester will be
Time Management, Test-Taking
and Note-Taking. The next recent
workshop
will
be
Time
Management on Sept. 15 and 22
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. Students
unable to attend the sessions can

Talking Books Permit
Blind Student Reading

SPECIAL NEW DONOR OFFER

ALBUQUERQUE PLASMA CORP.
301 Second St., S.W .. (243-4449)

Nye

Self Defense For Women

straticm performance for Raton
High School's music students.
The Denver Bronco/Baltimore
Colt game will be carried live by
KOB-TV, the local NBC affiliate.

RAI

Sept. 18

12:00 - 12:30
S.U.B. South Lawn

MAKE
AWORLDOF
DIFFERENCE
There s an endless frontier of need out there. stretching
from the Sahara to the Andes to the Atolls of the South
Pacrfrc In 20 years. 80.000 Peace Corps volunteers
have traveled to all of them. to work w1th people rn over
60 countnes. They ve done everythmg from helprng
vrllagers d1g wells and bUild houses. to teachrng them
languages and skrlled trades. to grv1ng advrce on
farmrng and health care Jorn a phenomenal tradrtron
The drHerence IS a better world. and a better you

REPS ON CAMPUS NEXT WEEK: TUESDAY- FRIDAY
SENIORS/GRADS: Sign up NOW for Placement interviews,
2nd floor, Mesa Vista Hall.
INFO BOOTH: STUDENT UNION

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is about the same as a
semest~r

in a U.S. collage: $2,889. Price includes jet round
trip to Seville from New York, room, board, and tuition
complete. Government grants and loans available for eligible

students.
live with a Spanish family. an end classes four hours a day,
four davs a week, fOur months. Earn 16 hrt. of credit lequi~
valent to 4 semesters-taught in U.S. colleges over a two

yl!ar time spanl. Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by
opportunities not available in a U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our students' language skills supenor to
students completing two year programs in U.S.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements, We
depart Jan. 31 1 and return June 1, 1982, FULLY ACCRED·
ITED·A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A .Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL
TOLL FREE for full information 1-800·253-9008
(In Mich., or if toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942·2541 colteet.)

AZERS

It's not too late to join
Leave your completed application in
the Alumni Office (SUB Rm. 200)
Join now and get involved !
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Arts

Sports

Electro-Modems Charge Weekend Performances at AVA

Women Runners Facing ASU

Continuing wilh its performance
'eric,, the Albuquerque Downtown
Center for the Arts will present
another weekend of inspired
mndness in the arena of art. If you
caught last weekend's performances by the Phoenix Boat
People and the Lit Dog Triad, you
have a pretty good idea of what's
going on downtown. This
weekend's events promise an even
more bizzare
view of the performing arts from the Central New
Mexico deserts.
On Friday night at 8:00 p.m.
Original Din and Jungle Red will
present two different versions of
the musical (sound) approach to
live performance. Original Din,
fOI'merly the Crystal Skulls,
con>ists of Liz Hale, Richard Bailey
and Harry Morris, three survivors
of the original punk band scene of
the late /O's. Well, it ain't the 70's
no more, and their last per-

Covered
. .Mragon·.
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOV\{N

formance ns the Skulls at the ASA
Gallery is no indication of what
they'll be doing this time nround.
Self clescrlbed as nervous sounds
a11d anxious voices from the no·
wave oesert, the three members of
the b~nd all have their roots in the
visual arts. What that has to do
with performance in general, and
this performance in partkular, is a
matter of presence and presentation. From what I've seen of their
previous performances, the m\ISlc is
something I've either loved or
hated, but their stage presense has
always been intriguing.
Jungle Red, another unpredictable and nebulous assortment of musically oriented artists is
led by guitarist Steve La Rue. La
Rue organized the ten hour "Guitar
Army" performance piece which
was held on the UNM Mall and
simul-cast over KUNM. The piece

drew from a broad cross section of Werewolf. Pretty weird I'd say.
the local metro areas finest string Then again there's the music, which
benders. While it confounded most has been described to me as "clean,
people with its length and number well mixed, electro-modern newof participants it drew the attention wave." Since then Jungle Red has
of an even broader audience with apparently cleaned up his act. As
the strangness of its concept.
far as things go in Albuquerque, the
interest is there and interest is
I've never seen a Jungle Red definitely favorable towards Jungle
performance, but I've heard Red.
enough talk about them to warrant
On Saturday night at 8:00p.m.,
an interest. The first time I'd heard there will be one performance only
of Jungle Red was after a per- of "Autogeographics." The
formance at the AUA, and word performance is a collaboration
had it that there was this guy between local visual and musical
playing synthesizer and guitar. artists, utilizing a multi-media
There were thes~ dolls - you format of film, video, multi-track
know, baby dolls- and manequin recordings (mixed during the
heads, ash trays and art deco performance), music and inceramics, all lined up in rows along stallation. The performance will
the wall. After or during the include members of Bill's Friends, a
perfomance this guy gets up and trio of female vocalists (Peggy
starts to smash, slice and mangle his . Hessing, Janet Maher, Elizabeth
array of objects until the gallery Cohen), filmmakers Sandra
looked like a scene from American Garritano and Ivan Boyd, Martian

Autogeographics takes its
meaning from three places: the
Latin definition of auto (self); auto
as in everyone's favorite J;!IOde of
transportation; and geographies
meaning landscape in the abstract.
The intent here is a nco-narrative,
lyrical impression of the drive from
Albuquerque to Santa Fe, with the
various
mediums used
as
illustration and for their specific
spatial qualities.
Tickets for each night's performance
are
$1.50.
The
Albuquerque Downtown Center for
the Arts is located at 216 Central
S.W. (just follow the detour signs).
Original Din and Jungle Red Friday, September 18, at 8:00p.m.
Autogeograp/!ics - Saturday,
September 19, at 8:00p.m.

BUY SELL TRACE

QUALITY USEC BCCKS
open
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Children's Exhibition Goes Kinetic

CITY
BOCKS

The journey begins by climbing
through .a small hole in the. wall. On
Suni~S
the other side, the explorer finds
====~~-====~===-~ himself in a wonderland of kinetic
sculpture with color wheels, red and
blue rocking shapes, and a moire
wall.
"EXPLORE!" the latest permanent
exhibiton
at
the
Albuquerque Museum, opened
~
is pleased to sponsor
~ Saturday and is only for children.
The exhibition will feature 19
learning components created by
sculptor Charles Mattox for
"information on the ins and outs
children to explore sensatons such
as toucll, sound and sight.
:
of getting into medical school"
There is the Kaleidoscope, in
speakers will include:
which the child stands and sees
~ Dr. Diane Klepper.• Asst. Dean Student Affairs and Admissions, .: himself forever because of its threesided mirrored inter.ior.
+: UNM School of Medicine
Then he can sit on one of the two
Dr. Art Kaufman. Asst. Director, Primary Care Curriculum, UNM ~
Reauleaux
rockers (named after the
.~ School of Medicine.
man
who
discovered this unique
Mr. George Sandoval, Career Services at UNM.
shape
in
the
19th century), where he
Dr. Dan Trevino, Assoc. Director, Student Affairs UNM School of!
can make booming sounds as he
~ Medicine.
moves the piece.
plus other speakers from A&S advisement. ~ Against the watl is the moire
wall, named after the curious effect
~ Thursday, September 17th 5:30-S:OOpm. ~ produced when the three 'sheets' of
At The Kiva Auditorium
~ nylon cords are swung independently to creating art in
· Public is Invited·
111
motion.
Mattox, a 71-year-old local
artist, began his career as a painter.

-

Funk's Manny Rettinger,
Judson Frondorf.

Pre-Medical Orientation Night

~
~

~

~

~

*

+:
+:
+:
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t
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+:***********************************
• For the special client who prefers long

hair designs . . . . . ·

In the 30's he was technical director open to the public Tuesdays
with Arshile Gorky for a series of through Fridays from 10 a.m. to 5
murals entitled Aviation: Evolution p.m., and Saturdays and Sundays
of Forms Under Aerodynamic from I to 5 p.m.
Limitations for the WPA's Federal
Art Project. Mattox moved to New
Mexico in 1936 and moved again to
California to work for the film
Up
industry until1952.
~er'\'iee
Mattox, who has worked with
kinetic art since 1946, is fascinated
by children's curiosity and has felt
for some lime that children unWomen Ira M~anascfmC'nl - llrill& your lunch 1o a
derstand his type of art much belter meeting
rtnd di\\:t.mion. Betsy Schmid1-No\·aro,
rounder or Time Alic:rnnhvc:s Inc. v.11l tnlk about
than adults.
alternali\-·e work ~chL'dttlnlg; Flex~Time Job Sharing
Five years in the making, Mattox and
a slide prcstniQtlon, The meeting will Htkc plai!"c
began planning this exhibition with lhursday. $(!~(ember 11, Btll;OO noon. in room 122
or
lht'
And-m.on School tlr Management.
the staff of the Albuquerque
.~ew Mulco Public lnlucsl Rr!;enrrll Grou11 Museum in 1976. Actual con- Mt>eting in tOotn 231-C: (If IJle St:U, Th_liisday~
struction has taken place in the ~ptcmbcr 11, at 1:00 p.m.
sun l':ntutalnmenl - uoucr.rcros. .de
museum's back central gallery for t'hil:omoslo!:.,
(Wartior'i t1f the Sc\·cn Ca\c~l. and
several months, becoming an the Ancca nanccrs. a pctfonnante or ritual
exhibit in itself as he and his four ceremony, Frida)· at noon, at theSUiJ fountnin.
assistants, Tom Powell, Cary
Rathejn, Melanie Mi{!s and Ted
Kyrkendahl, built and finished the
19 pieces in public view,
Although the exhibition is not for
adults, they can watch the activity
from the balcony over the space.
"Explore has additional access for
the handicapped child.
The Albuquerque Museum is at UNM'S LITERARY AND
2000 Mountain Road, NW, and is
FINE ARTS MAGAZINE

!:.

The UNM women's cross·
country team opens the 1981 season
Saturday with a dual meet at
Arizona State in Tempe.
"This has turned out to be quite

i

f'
!j;

I

I

I
1

a rivalry," Lobo coach Tony
Sandoval remarkect, recalling that
"last year, we nosed them out, 2829, )Jut they are much improved
this year, with two junior college

13.
Tuesday, the Lobos get their
biggest pecking opponunity
against top-ranked University of
California at Santa Barbara,
followed on Wednesday by seventh·
ranked Cal Poly and on Thursday
by ninth-ranked Stanford.
Friday, UNM will. play three

Chihuahua Soccer

uni-sex hair, skin & product centre

l

I
I

20o/o OFF ! ! !
With UNM ID. ON ALL SERVICES

I

262-1010 or 255-0166

I

(between Wyoming & Louisiana)

7804 Central ::..E.

Gymnastic Clinic Starts Monday Night

While in Albuquerque, the
Chihuahua junior varsity will play
the University of Albuquerque
while the varsity plays two top dty
league teams in warm-ups for the
Lobo match.
The Lobo Soccer Club won its
opening game in the Albuquerque
Soccer League last weekend with a
7·0 blanking of the Cosmic Debris.

Last Day to Join Wrestling Supporters

Lobo Foe UTEP Fires Winless Coach

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
yearS best job offers
We offer cl•lllan caner opportunities that stress Immediate "hands-on"
retpoDJiblllty-your chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the •tart.
Mare bland 11 an engineer'• kind of world. We're the third liii'JifSt active
na•al 1hlpyanl In the U.S. and the Wnt Cout'1 oldelt and beat known
na•aiiDJtltutlon.
And, we're located In one of the world'• beat placet to lh'e and work-the
heart of Northern Callfomla! San Francltco II Jut a bay away ••• the
famou1 wine country l1 rfaht next door•••and Allln1 or 1kll111 are u cl01e
u ne•t week-end! To •• complete lnf111111atlon, cont.et your plac:ement
olnce and 1lp up now for an lntenlew.

Contest Saturday
The Lobo Soccer Club plays
Chihuahua Tech, the Mexican
collegiate champion Saturday at 7
p.m. at the Albuquerque Sports
Stadium.
Students get into the game for
half price, with general admission
prices $3 for the game or $10 for the
season ($1.50 and $5 for students
With lJNM li:>). The Sports
Stadium is at University and
Stadium across the street from the
UNM football stadium.

~he fecond .annual Lowenbrau Bike Race will be Sunday, September 27,
beg;mnmg at the Aladdin Hotel on the east side of Albuquerque and ending
at Golden, NM. Advance sign-ups will be accepted through Friday Sept.
25, at the intramural office, Johnson Gym room 230 for $4. Ra~e day
entries will cost $5.
'

transfers. Maria Trujillo was the
Califo,rnia junior college cross
country champion last year, and
their other JC recruit was runnerup at 3000 meters the year before,
so they'll be tough."
New Mexico will take nine
Gyn;nastics training sessions will be conducted Monday, Wednesday
runners to Tempe, with the top five and. Fnday from 7:30 to 9 p.m. for students, faculty and staff, The sessions
finishers counting in the scoring. beg1~. September 21 and ending November 18 with a competition for
"Our top three have got to perform partic1p,ants. Contact the intramural department, 277-5151, for inwell against their new runners, if format!On.
we're going to have a chance of
winning," Sandoval predicted.
That puts the pressure on Christie
Scott Helman scored three times in Rapp, Joan Sterrett and Val Fisher.
Today is th~ deadline to sign up as a. matmaid with the UNM wrestling
the win.
team. Matma1ds ass1st at home matches and promote wrestling. Contact
games in the first round of the San
The rest of the travelling squad
Jose Invitational, facing 16th will be Lisa and Linda Mitchell, Bill Dotson in room B-80, Johnson Gym, 277-2218, for information,
ranked Texas, then repeat matches Cynthia Valdez, Sylvie Velay,
against Pacific and Pepperdine. Margaret Metcalf and Theresa
The trip's final opponents will be Anderson.
determined by the first round
Loretta Chavez will not compete
results, and will be chosen from San in Tempe, nursing an injured foot
After losing the first two games of the season to New Mexico State and
Jose State, Cal Poly, Oregon and and a cold. "That's a touch-and-go Texas A&I, the University of Texas at El Paso has fired football coa~h Bill
Stanford.
· situation,'' Sandoval said.
Michael, who had a 543 record in four-plus seasons,

Lobo Volleyball Testing
Top California Teams
The top 20 volleyball teams in
America adorn the bulletin board in
Lobo coach Mike Hebert's office;
nearby is an itinerary for New
Mexico's non-conference travels,
The two lists are practically interchangable.
Hebert takes ten players to
California on Friday for eight days
of competition against the best in
the nation. They'll enter two
tournaments and play four road
games, facing at least nine top 20
teams.
"California has always been the
strongest area in the country,"
Hebert said. This year, seven of the
top nine teams in the nation are
Californians. "That's why we're
going," Hebert said. "Our goal is
to be in the top 10, and you've got
to play top 10 teams to get there."
Despite 1981 domination by
California teams, Hebert sees
equalization as a result of high
school volleyball and Title IX rules
forcing athletic departments to
fund volleyball programs nearer the
level of California. Prep volleyball
has become number two in
popularity for female students
(behind basketball), "so it creates a
larger pool of talented players,"
Hebert said.
"California teams are still
winning," he said, "but the margin
is getting less. It won't be too long
before others start pecking away."
New Mexico will start pecking
away Saturday night when they
play tifth-ranked Pacific, followed
Sunday by either #I i Northwestern
or #14 Arizona State in the Pacific
Invitational Tournament.
A quick plane ride to Los
Angeles will bring up Peppetdine
University on Monday night.
Pepperdine is "only" in the second
twenty, but earlier this week they
played
defending
national
champion Southern California into
a tie-breaking fifth set, losing 15·

Bicycle Race to Golden September 27

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

October 13, 1981
MARE ISLAND NAVAL SHIPYARD
VoUejo, Callfomlo

•

An Equal Opportunity Employer

u.S. Cltlrenohlp Required

~ALLE'.JO
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MATH STATISTICS TUTORING 268-0491. 9/24
NEU; IIEI.P WHHpapers7 T)•plng, editing,
revhion, research. All levels. 281-3001.
9/18
FAST, ACCURATI' TYPING. Typerlght •.265·5203,
9/18
ACCURATE, EXPERtt:Nct:D TYPIST; college
work, resumes, ~ranscribing. 294·0167.
10/1
PORTASTUI>IO WILL TRAVEL, 4·tmck recording, $12 an hour guaranteed. 883·9064.
9/21
l'llOFt:SSJONAL RESUMES 265·9082,
9/21
PERFO.RMING AllTS STUDIO 2219 l.ead S.E.
(Just east of Vale Ave.) 256·1061 or 165·3067, .Laura
llrown-Eidcr, Pirector. Classical Ballet, Jazz,. Tap,
E~ercise classes. Children, teens and adults.
1012
THESES, I>ISSER'FATIONS, PROPOSALS edited.
CST tutoring Jan Grover, 265·6094.
9/22

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising

Deadline 12:00 noon for next day's edition,
Open 8:00a.m. until5:09 Mon. thru. Fri.
In Marron Hall Uoom 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb. NM, 87i31.
Hates: 17c per word or llc per word per day
4. Housing
if ad is run five or more consecutive days.
PI I'd"'""' t11e following i.id

FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment. $180/mo.,
all ~tilitics paid. Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facllltles. For more information contact
resident manager, 1410 Girard NE, 266·8392, 2556256, or898-7517.
tfn
TilE CITAUEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroorn
or efficiency, from $205. All u~ilhles paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE, 243·2494. tfn
I.ARGE ··ouR llEDitOOM, two bath, furnished
house, one block to UNM $500, 258·0525.
9/24
ONE BLOCK UNM Deluxe one bedroom furnished
apartment, twin Qr double beds, $230 includes
utilities, 268·0525, Varsity House, 141 Columbia S.E,

(11dcr (ctrcln 01al

l'pr,-,t>n.Jh, Lust !t found, Se<v1ces, Hous~ng, For SJia, Employment, Travel, M•sca11ancous.las NOIIC1n&.

10/1

Enclosed Please F1nd $

1. Personals
'IIIE SH1DENT VETERAN'S Association willllold
thm fir<t meeting Set>l. 22, 1981, 7 p.m. in the Child
C111c <:oop. Guest Speakers include Mayor R~sk,
Cuundlman Marion Cottrell and former Mayor
Harry Kinney.
9/22
~l':l.f.('ONTitOL GIIOUPS (Eating, Drinking,
Sr111>kit1g, Sltldying Problems]. 2l6·lSS3.
9121
llltl(OJI'I" FUTURt: t"UTON Company offers
'lecpmg ~~mfort: 100 percent colton futon.<. Phone
24J.OJJ8 for orders.
9121
A('("!'I!A'I"E IN.'OIIMATION AIIOUT eon·
tra<cption, •terililntion, abortion. Right 10 Choose,
294·0171.
tfn
IIIORIIV'I'IIM, COMPLETE INFOI!MATION,
Cornputcf!lcd charts. Do it youtselfkit. Take charge
and full advantage of your Physical, Emotional
r'cu;ittvity) nnd Intellectual energy cycles. Send $3.95
\\llh llirthdate. P.S.l. lliorhythm Sm·ice, 490
Mi\tlctueAvenue, llosquc Farms, N.M. 87068. 1012
I'ltt:GNANC'V Tt:STING & COUNSt:I.ING. Phone
247o98t9.
tfn
I'Ai>'!WOitT ANU mt-:NTU"ICATION photos. 3 for
S5.50!! Lowest prices in tQWnl Fast, pleasing, ncar
UNM. Call 265·2444 Qr come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
N.ll.
tfn
('IIINESil IIUH"I>"I", CIIEAI' All you can cat. Lunch
$3.00, supper S4.50, Sunday Brunch S3.00. Jao-Jao's
l'lacc,5000<'cntraiAve.s.E.
tfn
t;nTION, t;TITION, ETITION • How'rey'alldoin'
down by the crik1 llecky really misses you, so you
bcUer write sopn. lly the wa)', how's your professor?
Keep an eye on hlm. Relax at the farm. Love, the
gang at the tono.
9117
n:MAI.t; VOCAUST WANTED for established
rock band. We have many local bookings. For
audition 265-6108,
9/18
AS\INM Tt;l(TBOOK CO·OP will be closing 9-18,
All patrons arc urged to eheek on their books. Rm 24ASub llasemcnt. 277-3701.
9/18
NE~:IJ EXTRA CASU? Teach a class through
Freedom University. Call 265·4286 or drop by 105Vr
Dartmouth S.E., Mon·Frl., 12:30-6:30.
9/22
WE 80T DISTRIBUTORS Prescription eyeglass
. frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold
rimless. S~4.51) (regular S6~i.OO) Pay Less Opticians,
5001 Mertaul N.E. across .from La Belles.
tfn
sn:vE T. WISII you were mine. Maybe
9/18

Q\JESTIO,'I· WHAT'S DIGGER lhan u president?
An1wcr-A King or a Queen. Run for Homecoming
Royalty. Applications available In SUBRoom200.
9111
UI'<M SKVUIVING CLUJJ meeting tonight. 8:00PM
Room ~JESub. Free skydiving movies,
9/17
Tm; IIIWIUGEltATORS TONIGIIT at Ned's. 4200
C'c>llral S.E.
9/17
SCOT H. llELIEVt: It or not I'll love you
forever .•• Mil
&/!
9
::--:-::7:-==-:::-""'-===-:-:-:-:~;::;-~~:-::
II. WALTERS IS LOOKING for the Director of
("hlcano Philosophy, callC.R.A.ll.
9111
CONTt\CTS·l'OI.ISIIING, SOI.UTJONS C'asey
Optical C'ompanyon LQmasjust wesi of Washington.
tfn

.

2. Lost & Found
FOUND I.U. CARI>S of A.L. Conn. behind FEC,
Identify and claim at Campus Pollee.
9123
I.OST·CAI! KEYS, at SUII or Educ. JJidg, Joyce was
labeled on key chain. Cali 867·53591£ found.
9/19
LOST-GRAilUATION RING in Zimmerman
Library. Reward call299·3774.
9/18
FOUNI>, CALCULATOR IN Regener Hall. Mus\
identify when, where and type. Call298·0401. 9/21
CLAIM VOUR LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
tfn
8:00 a.m.to4:00 p,m. daily.
DONNA STRONG'S BOOKBAG was lost & found.
She may daim it in Marron Hall, Room 131.
trn

IIRANil NEW FOURPLEXESclose to UNM im·
mediate occupancy. Cai(294·26S3 or831-2261, 9/21
FOR RENT, TWOblocks to UNM. Two bedroom
house tenced yard, detached garage. 301 Va$ser S.E,
$300,00 plus Utilities. 898·0860 after five.
9/18
ENORMOUS, QUIJo.."T TWO bedroom furnished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utilities
paid, no pets. children, 247-8724,
tfn
ROOMMATE NEEUED • APARTMENT with
washer/dryer, fireplace, exlrns. l.orl, 884·5628. 9/21
FOR RENT, LARGE one bedroom apartment,
$175.00 includes utilities, 256·0675.
9/21
APT, NEAR UNM TVJ. Single, I bdrm furnished 8·
plex. Quiet, responsible tenant desired. $180/mo, you
pay electricity. Apply at 512 Ash SE, Mngr. ZC after
4 p.m.· Tu, Th, Fr, 2·6 p.m.· M, W.
9/Zl
IIOUSEMATE WANTEU: ROOM and kitchen
privileges in quiet, non-smoker house, el!>se to UNM.
$90/month plus 11 utilities. 2S5·3340aftcr6p,m,
9122
LARGE TWO DEUROOM duplex: furnished,
fireplace, built·in bookcases, wood floors, $200, near
downtown and buslines. 243·6017, 8·11 p.m. Prefer
grad students. No children or pets.
9/22
OLI> TOWN AREA: Private grounds on acreage.
Small, well-tended, owner operator-Park. Adults
only. Two bedroom mobile 12 x 52· washer/dryer,
srorage room. Handpicked neighbors. Deposit, $170
per month. Terrells Ranch Mobile Park Apts., 3015
Mountain Rd. N. W., Tel. 242-9334.
9/18
.ROOMMATR WANTRD TO share 2·bdrm. apt.
$150 covers utilities. No dogs. Upper classmen
preferred. 255-4439 after~ p.m.
9/22

5. For Sale
1971 ltONDA 90CL Trail Bike $27$.00 2300 miles
26l·I030
9/23

CALL 243·3585 ANYTIME FOR
inexpensive
foreign langllage tutoring ot priVate instruction.
Spanish, French, Portuguese. Mark Frobose, B.A.,
9/18
M.A. languages.
A• I T\'PJST-TERM papers, Resumes299·8970.
9/30
TYPING, T\'PESETIING, EDITING, illustration;.
UNM standards! Ginger or Carolyn. 262-1865. 9/18
GUITAR U:SSONS: AI.L styles. Marc's Guitar
tfn
Studio. 265·3315.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING BY English MAleditor,
Several years' experience typing dissertations, papers.
90 wpm. Editing available. (Minor corrections freel)
9/22
18M Selectric. 266-9SSO.

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BID • MAT
GMAT • OAT· OCAT • PCAT
VAT • SAT ·CPA· TOEFL

~.::.i:J;~:;~~~:!ing tfJ'

Class starts
Oct. 24
Enroll now!

MEDALS
BUTTt·NS
CUSTOM DESIGN

om.

6. Employment
Pi\RT·TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21
years old, Apply in person, no phone calls, please,
Saveway l.lquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE,
tfn
STUI>RNTS: PART·TIMR available, O«ible hours,
good pay, office work, no weekendo, call766-7669.
9/16
TEACH IN CIIINA How to apply, what to expect,
An Informative booklet by a teacher recently returned
from the PRC. $3.50 to P,O, llox 5051, Santa Fe,
N.M. 87501.
9/18
FEMALE DRUMMER BAI>LY needed, able to play
Spanish, Country, Salsa, Disco etc. 265-4087, 345·
7292 or 843·6163 Keep calling if interested.
9/18
EARN SUBSTANTIAL MONEY in spare time, Fine
product achieving remarkable success, sold by multilevel marketing concept. For information: Donald
Skabclund 242-7505.
9/21
IIARU WORKING STUI>ENT needed, Must be
Interested in independent and avant garde film.
Work•study desired but not necessary. Call277-5608.
9111

c~~r~!~
''-'i"'"'"t - . ~tTY

SPECIAL

1 slice pepperoni pizza &
small soft drink - $1.00
& tax 9/14-9/20
127 Harvard SE •
1 /2 bl. south of Central

Clearance Sale!
20% off

3. Services

TR.OPIIIES
Pl.A(l\IES
RIBBONS

NEAR MINTPAPERIIACKS Gars, Pestroyers, Star
Trek, EE SmittJ, Alistair Mclean. Other~. 2&8·6630.
9117
1971 CHEVY VEGA Body damaged b~t only 10,000
miles Qn rebuilt engine,$2l0.00242·18fi9,
9/23
VOLVO; 1966 122·5 Clean, runs well, $1500. 266·
5302.
9/18
1?69 VW BUS, new engine and tires '1,000 mllel ago,
Great paint, body and interior. Just ~nde.r $2000,
247-1420/243·1827.
9/22
JANSPORT IJACKPACK, IIRAND n~w. Doesn't
fit, will sell at less. Caii26S· 1126,
9/22
KAWASAKI Kl 400 GOOil ~ondition. ~issy elecstart. Asking S5SO, 242-9544 Coal-l.Jniverlity or 294·
9118
1.976 IIONJ)t\ CIVIC CVCC, Choch, Brown 4 speed,
$2200, 266·9233, 2·12·7062.
9/18
HONDA CRI2SMX, REBUILT Engine, Runs Good.
$300, best offer, 256·1373.
9/21
12 ~.50 197! WICKES home. Mr. Martinez, 298.
4744, $10,000.
9121
.1973 TORINO AUTOMi\TIC transmission, power
steering, Asking $900,00 881-1262.
· 9/18
UODGE VAN 1974 very nice, $1500/offer, 265·2287.
9/17
CENTURION IIICVCLES ON sale. Prompt, expert
repairs, IO'Io off on parts and accessories on Fridays,
Harvard llikc House, 137 Harvard S.E., 255·8808.
9/17
WE JJOT ()ISTRIBUTORS .Prescription eyeglass
frurnes. Greenwich Village (l-ennon styles), gold,
rirnleS>. $54,50 regular S6l,OO Pay l.ess Opticians,
5007 Menaul N. E,
tfn

e

3009 Aztec N.E. 884-1114

MSKP • NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NOB • NPB I • NLE

~-RMPUIN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Tesl PreparaliOn Specialists
Since 1938
Fat

Birkenstock Sandals
30% off
Summer Clothes
Wild Rose
2916 Central SE
266-9946

WAITitESSES NEEDEil MUST be 21. Apply at
Ned's.4200 Central S.E.
9/18

7. Travel
GOING SOMEWIIERt;? ADVEitTISE in the daily
~~

~

8. Miscellaneous
EIGIIT WEE!\ Ol.D kittens ready [or adoption, 2991747.
9/22
CITV Lt:AGU~ NEEDS women soccer or
ficldhocKey players. Practice T, W or TH, Johnson
Field, ~:30. More information 265-1470. Keep trying.
9/22
t'llEE HOUSEBROKEN MALE puppy. All shots.
247·8099 evenings.
9121
IMI'ORTED COlTONS AND designer lines at
discount boutique 100 per cent colton blouses from
$6.99 • Wool Skirts from $9.99. Disco~nt Boutique
4406 Menaul N.E. just cast ofWashington26~-3103. ·

.

M8

TilE UNM LAW School Clinic~! )..aw Program
ol'fcrs legal sen ices for students and staff, fu1nished
by qualified law students under faculty supervision,
Availability Is limited to those whose assets a11d income do not c~ceed established guidelines. $3.00
registration fcc. Call277-5265 for information and an
appointment.
9/18

9. Las N oticias
ASUNM TEXTIIOOK CO·OP Se serrara 9·18.
Personas que tienen Iibras aqui, vengan par su
.dinero. Rm 24-A Sub.Basement277·3701.
9/18
SUBWAY STAUON DANCE Sepl, 19, 9 p.m.-1
a.m. with South Side, D, J. Jams Unlimited.
Funk/disco. Students $2.00, general public$3.00.
9/18

: Callthe :
:specialists:
Insure your car with the •
• company you can depend .
• on and enjoy these great I

• ":nt!~ down

payments
•
• • Money-saving
deductlbles
I
•
• • Affordalable pay- I.
•
mentp ns
•
•
• • Countrywide
claim service
•
•

Call or visit today for
a free rate quotation.

••

•
'•
.

265-5695
1611 Carlisle Blvd. SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

•
•

~INSVRANCECOMPANY~

~. CUP & SAVE •

26

New Mexico Daily Lobo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mextco Daily Lobo
~ " __ !lmes(s) beginning -~-- -~---, under the heading (Circle
one): 1. Personals; 2. Lost & Found: 3. Services: 4. Housmg; 5. For
Sale; 6. Employment; 7.- Travel; 8. MiscellanP.ous

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1Helmsman
6 Rack
11 Puzzles
12 Prognosticates

14 Medley
15 Choice part
17 Cooled lava
18 Female rei.
19 Mixes

20 Greek letter
21 Pronoun
22 Desert areas
23C3d

24ChUrches
260ocks
27 Dines
28 Clayey earth
29 Revive
31 Integrity
34 Donkeys: Fr.
35 Factions
36Sungod
37 Follower

6 Bazaars

7 Wheel tracks
8 Mature
9 Greek letter
10 Pencil part
11 Postulate
13Goes by

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

water
16 Falsehoods
19Saline
20Pares
22 Hyalites
23~oys

25 .Ruckus
26 Glass sheets
28 Demureness
29 Forays
30 Deer's horn
31 Clue
32 Spoors

33 Length units
35 Fathers

38 Sharp pain
39 Thwart
41 Sty
42 The sun

38Yeams
39 Prohibit

40 beclllter
(abbr.)

41 Separates
42 Declared

43 calm
45Fishes

17< per word, $1.00 minimum charge

47 Ladder steps
48 Egg parts

11 < per word per day for five or more consecutive days

DOWN

Marron Hall,
IHdlt't't'll Hiofo~y

mid.formw/ism ill l"alt• & UNimrdoJ

I

: Criterion •

tnto m S~~i4-.cal/:

ACROSS

•
•
•

1 Courteous
2Egyptian

gOddess
3 Zodiac sign
4 COnjunction
5 African flies

'

44 Ruthenium
symbol
46 Artificial language

II""

